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Cooks Copper Mining Com- Seventeen Democratic Votes Worse Than Wildest West Claim They Can Reduce! Bath Ohio and Michigan Two Men Shot and Killed
in Early Frontier
Meat Prices to Consumers
j
Had Been Corralled at
National Guard Are
and Four Dangerously
pany of Deming Files In,

1

$2,000 a Piece

corporation Papers
SUPREME

COURTJN SESSION

Installing Automatic Gauges on
the Chicorico and the

ME

DISGRACE

Spoil-

ed the Nefarious Deal at
Springfield.

Governor Mills today appointed the
following notaries public: Edith C.
Marmon, Santa Fe; Roy N. Perry,
Deming; May Payne Perry, Deming;
Mrs. W. H. Spackman, Magdalena.
Incorporation.
Incorporation papers were filed today by the Cooks Copper Mining
Company of Deming, Luna county.
The capitalization is $50,000 divided
into 50,000 shares. The paid up capital is $2,000. The incorporators and

directors are: Joseph Hitehens 1980
shares; Janie Hitehens 10 shares, both
of Cooks, and Sigmund Lindauer, of

Deming, 10 shares.

Supreme Court
The territorial supreme court today
reset case No. 1302, Territory of New
Mexico, appellee, vs. Reynel Garcia,
appellant, for August 8.
Case' No. 1325, Vicente Montoya,
plaintiff, vs. Unknown Heirs of Francisco Montes Vigil, deceased, et al.,
defendants, vs. Candido G. Gonzales,
et al., interveners and appellees, was
argued and submitted.
The court then adjourned until Monday.
Installing Automatic Gauges.
The office of the territorial engineer has received five more automatic
gauges for the measurement of stream
flow. One of these will be installed on
Chicorico creek in Colfax county, and
the other on the Canadian at Logan,
Quay county, this week.
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FOR ILLINOIS

hreat of Publicity Alone

Canadian.

Days

.

Chicago, 111., July 28 The Chi
cago Tribune today prints the statement of an attempt made previous to
the election of William Lorimer as
United States senator to purchase seventeen Democratic votes at $2,000 a
vate, to assure the return of Senator
Albert J. Hopkins. The story follows
luncheon where Roger Sullivan, the
Democratic
national committeeman
from Illinois and representatives of
the Legislative Voters League fired
pointed remarks at each other. Mr.
Sullivan is quoted as saying: "Why
don't you fellows look into what Albert J. Hopkins was trying to do at
Springfield for four months." The
Tribune declares that $35,000 was collected and was placed in the hands of
two little-knowA block
legislators.
of votes was selected and made ready
for delivery. It is alleged that Mr.
Sullivan and Speaker Surtliff spoiled
the plan. The latter told the cul
prits that he would expose the plot
from the chair the moment a Democratic ballot was cast for Hopkins.
Sullivan told them he would break
every political bone in their body if
they voted for Hopkins. That ended
The Tribune expresses the belief
that the plot was formed without the
knowledge of Senator Hopkins.
n
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New York, July 2S. Three men
were dangerously wounded and twen- ty others more or less severely hurt
early today in the most serious "gang
fight'" the Xew York police ever had
to contend with in, many years. The

Columbia. Ohio, July 28 Xo street
is. running in Columbus since niid- and thousands of persons this
put into successful operation, lower night
either to
morning were compelled
rri. es tor meats will he brought iwalk or ride in
dray wagons ami other
about. The retailers declare that the vehicles available. The cars w ill not
packers are to blame for the high be started until a thousand troops arof ra,iat aD(1 now n,an to nrove rive today.
,lrkc's
the
an
to
rioters and put
end
charged
it
that individual. John
by
eliminating
National Guard Ordered Out.
the disturbance only after nearly a '
II.
the
of
the
Seholield,
secretary
shots
fired
were
members
hundred
Toledo, Ohio, July 28. The Sixth
by
of the quarreling clans. For half an Butchers' National organization, says regiment of tlhe Ohio National Guard
ar attempt will be made at the conven-jtio- has received orders to
hour, four different gangs of roughs
report at once
here on August 15th to organize
Columbus
for
strike
duty.
fought hand to hand witili revolvers,
jat
clubs, stones and any other weapon and establish independent
Sharp Shooters Sent to Columbus.
tan- and
abbattoirs,
rendering
plants
available. The fight was precipitated
Columbus,
July 28. Adjutant GenhO
UUU
DtUCIltTS
I!iaV
..
A'!-.marKPl
hon tho moml.oro nf
"tile,
!,..
eral Wibreeht today- - ordered thirty-fiv- e
their
Own
"With
the
i
a
letic Club after
dinner at a Tenth
or
shooters who have
avenue beer hall began leaving the re-- j great profits from these," said Mr. been forty sharp
will
practicing at Camp Perry lor the
be able to retail
sort shortly after midnight. Accord- Scholield, "we
coming competition shoot, to come to
meat to the consumer at. least
ing to the police, the "Gophers," the ner cent cheaner. and still make fiftya Columbus at once. They will be de- "Jungle Gang" and the "Hounds of ' i 11
cj..
tailed to watch buildings and see to it
Hell," all organizations with which "Cd,lu
that no one shoots on the troops.
the police have had experience were
Michigan Militia Mobilized.
DREAM
MIDSUMMER
NIGHT'S
gathered outside and a fight started
Durand, Mich., July 28. The state
UNDER THE STARRY GLEAM
Whenever a gangster
immediately.
troops have been ordered to this place
fell, he was unmercifully beaten and
to guard against the threatened
kicked, lully one hundred and twen-- ! That's What the Dance Was Ca led
trouble in connection with the Grand
e
men were fighting when the po-- j
By the Youths and Maidens
Trunk strike. Many strike breakers
lice charged. A number of arrests j
irr the Plaza Last Night.
are quitting their positions, it is said,
were made,
land demanding nav and transnortation
These are the days of everything alto their homes. The company has
j
DEMOCRATS
.fresco as the Italians say or in the !fused their demands and some of the
r iian r uvtK i,uuiiiY uptiun. ' great outdoors, answering the call ot;nif,n threaten violence.
the wild as the nature poets call it.
Interest Centers on Gubernatorial The dance given by the Woman's
Board of Trade last night was no ex-- ,
Nomination and Scrap Over TemOOADS
ception to the rule for it was held in BETTER
perance Plank in Platform.
the plaza, the green foilage around
mldsum- Minneapolis, Minn., July 28. pne swaying rythmically " as the
mer
s
tlream-ywaltzes
drew
night
state
rnnupnMinnpsntn
"npmnpratin
tion was called to order today for theSthe trippers of the light fantastic over
nomination of a full tirket. Pnn- - uic ,1,1l"u"acu uduullS yavinun
a pretty sight and lhiindred-- wr
gressman W. S. Hammond was the , It. was
m m
....
1 1
T" 11
l
l
j
cor-- ;
010 nm Qance i,
I 0KUm MaKeS i elling
D.
chairman.
Interest
temporary
around the pavilion watching th
. Xt:
ters in the mihernatorial nominal fon
AJJ
Mayor Selig-- j
and the fight on the county option j
auu umers siuoq m uie emraucB
j iuau
lieW I OftC
plank
Minneanolis. Minn.. .Tnlv 28. The 10 lne pavilion ana soia tlCKets, again
slate makers are confident that John and again callinS out throu"h meg;H
w
Chicago, July

28.

If the plans

the I'nited Butchers of America

Scientists Now Claim That She Has
55,000,000 to 70,000,000 Years to
Her Credit by This Time.

OPT M STIC
Says He Forced Both Parties

to Adopt the Initiative
and Referendum

Washington, July 28. Old mother
earth, like femininity through all time,
but with far greater success than most
.
of her sex, has defied man to learn
COUNTY OPTION GOES LATER
deScientists still admit their
, feat. Their latest estimate credits her
with "not above 70,000,000 years or be
Candidates Favorable to Tem
low 55,000,000 years."
perance in Every Legis"
This estimate, given official sanction
Smithson
the
lative District.
through publication by
ian institution, Is the result of studies
by Frank Wigglesworth Clark and
Lincoln, Neb., July 28. William J.
George F. Becker of the United States Bryan will continue to fight for coun
geological survey.
ty option and initiative and referenProfessor Clark, in a paper entitled, dum. In a statement today, he says:
"A preliminary Study of Chemical De- While tlhe failure of the Democratic
nudation," presents a review of avail convention to endorse county option
able data for the world, of the prop- was disappointing still the fight for
osition from a chemical point of view. county option in the Democratic party
Becker discusses the question in a pa has not been in vain. It has helped
per on "The Age of the Earth," from to secure a declaration in favor of the
a more philosophical point of view.
initiative and referendum in both par
The age of the earth has always ties and no doubt the necessary
been a subject for discussion among amendment will be submitted at the
men of science and largely without next session of the legislature. The
any definite agreement among the rep- work now to be done is to secure
resentatives of the different branches county option candidates in every sen
of studies on account of the different atorial and representative district."
points of attack.
he.-age-

,

POLICE

New York, July 2s. Two men were
and killed, four dangerously
wounded, including one policeman and
a score more or less seriously hurt,
during a riot of strike sympathizers
today at the plant of the American
Sugar Refining Company in Williamsburg, where a strike is in progress this
month. Bricks were thrown from the
house tops by a mob coniKsed mostly
of foreigners and it took the police
reserves o nine districts to quell the
riot.
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from this vast sum wastefully expendOn the coned by the government.
trary, the farmers are paying as much
for broken harness, broken wagons,
with as much lost time, hauling one-ha- lf
a load to a team, as they were
before this 225 million dollars was expended. There has been no systematic plan for the improvement of the
river. Therefore this
Mississippi
great waste of money has been of no
benefit to the transportation of comof agrimerce or the development
culture. The same amount of money
expended in good road making would
have yielded tremendous returns to
the people. It is the duty of every
citizen of the United States to aid
the farmer in every way consistent
with business principles to market his
products to best advantage, and in this
connection no one factor is of more
economic importance than the reduction of the cost of transportation between the farm and the railroad, sta-
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GUESSING AT AGE
OF MOTHER EARTH.

BY

'Hounds of Hell," "Jungle" and Independent Abbattoirs Are to Columbus, Capital of Ohio, in Bricks Thrown From House
Be Erected by National
Throes of Serious Labor
"Gophers" Clash After
Tops by Foreign Sympa- Saloon Banquet.
Association.
Trouble.
th lzers.

j

BRYAN STILL

IS CHARGED

S

- r.
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tion.
It took

s
of a century
to build up the American railroads.
During the same time little attention
has been given to the building up of
American country roads. Yet the
value of the two to the public goes
hand in hand. Food and clothng must
be handled between the producers and
the consumers over both the country
road and the railroad. It is important

r.iiJ
ran,

i

!frr,vror'

CVIT'
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L05S$225,000,000ANNI)ALL

three-quarter-

true tor the pavilion which had served
that the country roads approach the
as a triangular feature of tlhe carnival
of
CHAS. P. TAFT TO DEVELOP
Building
Necessary
Highways
high standard of the railroads.
last week was taken up today.
SEASIDE RESORT ON RANCH
to Country's Growth and
If a railroad encounters a high grade
As a result of the midsummer night
a hill, which means excessive
over
dance the Woman's Board of Trade
Development.
Houston, Texas, July 28. Charles VAS some $25 or more and thus has
use of coal, slow trains and light
P. Taft, brother of the President and achieved the nmhition of realizing
loads, the railroad cuts down the
Niagara Falls, N. Y., July 28. Your heavy grades to save coal bills, to
owner of tlhe well known Taft ranch, $700 and more from the annual fete.
one of the largest estates in south
organization stands for a duty sadly move freight faster, to carry
west Texas, is now busy developing a DEATH FOR THREE MORE
Good train loads. It borrows millions to ao
neglected by the government.
'
seaside resort on the Gulf coast near
AUTOMOBILE RIDERS. roads mean more for the people at the grade citing, pays the interest on
on
town
small
a
the properthis economy
Portland,
than any other public work and this money, and through
ty. Ground has already been broken
ita BurpluB. The
"Wabash, Ind., July 28. A Pennsyl- large
saborrow m0ney to make
for several buildings, and a pier, ex- vania passenger train struck an auto- add more to the comfort and upbuild J
tending far into the Corpus Christi bay mobile west of Warsaw this morning ng of the country. They are of na
and bridges to bear
is now being built. It is claimed that and killed Mrs. Mell Brooks and Mrs. tional importance.
and steel cars. Then
enRlne,
n
Government statistics tell us that ill
nearly a million dollars will be spent c H Th0ring and fatally injured Mr.
borrow more to buy the
our farmers 15 cents more to,
on me enterprise.
costs
Brooks.
locomotives and big Cars. all of
.haul one ton one mile in this country
ttx
offilpn.v of these
than it costs in European countries,
The products of the farms of the Unit- - j steel highways. road makers have not
The country
NEW
ed States last year amounted to ap-makers.
up with the railroad
kept
.
ne
proximately 250 million tons.
tr fiit rtnwn
mtnav
1 ney, iuu, iiiusu
inwiijr
ol
government shows the average haul
grades, to get smooth, hard surfaces,
reof a ton was nine miles. This differ-- ' to
MOVEMENT
provide good drainage and to
BAD AUTOMOBILE ACCIDENT
ence of 15 cents a ton per mile rep-- I duce the cost of maintenance. Wfaen
AT DEMING YESTERDAY
resents an additional cost of $1.35 a this is dene the farmer can go from
QUARANTINE AGAINST
' irtn tfv on avoroo-n ill fif nino mitpR.
DECLARED,
CATTLE
BRITISH
c
ihis farm to his market or snipping
of the ag - i t M
Deming, N. Mi., July 28. J. L. Brown It is Lduncnea in VUaKer L.en;gn valley, IS.OCK ISiana Estimating tlhat
nuicker and carry a bigger
Inst war were load. The firm road-beHn1Hiro Tirnrlnnfa
Foot and Mouth Disease Prevalent in attempting to start his automobile
and smooth,
Malcontents
Pacific
to
Missouri
and
City by
at the Union depot yesterday, backed
hauled away from the farms, there heavy steel make the rauroaa s cais
Among Stock in Yorkshire
Be Links
the machine into No. 4 which was
and Ireland.
would have been a saving to the Amer-- j and engines last longer, and the subToday
road
ican farmers of 225 million dollars if stantial,
just pulling in. It made a wreck of
country
Washington, D. C, July 28. Owing the machine and tore the step from
our roads naa oeen up to me stand- makes the farmer's horses,
wagons
ot the discovery of foot and mouth the Pullman coach.
LOOKS LIKE DEMOCRATIC GAME! STOCK MARKET IS AFFECTED ard of European roads, not including and harness last longer. The saving
Will Foster of Dwyer is in Deming
disease among the cattle of Yorkshire
their back haul of supplies from the to the railroad is only a small fraction
and Ireland, importation of cattle today on business.
stations to the farms. They would of a cent on each ton hauled one mile,
J. C. Wilmarth of the El Paso Her Labor Party Refused Represen- Kuhn, Loeb &Co. Come to Res also have saved large sums in the while the saving to the farmer is 15
from those sections into the United
States has been prohibited until the aid, is in Deming.
cost of replacing and repairing har- cents a ton a mile. This difference
tation in Convention and
cue of British Promoters of
Messrs. Freeman,
Robertson
and
disease is extinct.
ness, wagons, etc., and in the invest- in cost of hauling will often turn a
on Ticket.
Above Plan.
Hartzog, all of Texas, left Deming for
ment and care of extra draught stock. losing farm into a paying one.
home.
PRESIDENT TAFT'S VACATION
The greatest value of good roads
The only way to get good roads is
ENDS THIS AFTERNOON
Philadelphia, July 28. A convention
New York, July 28. A violent re- to fight for them. Your organization will be to the farmers who have not
rather unique in the (history of Penn- bound in the nrices of stocks took.an An n wnrV most, effectively bv yet found a way to reach them to pro
GUTHRIE WINS FIRST
staMayflower Sails Into Beverly Harbor
ROUND IN CAPITAL FIGHT, sylvania politics will be held in this place today, stimulated by the reports keeping before the people In as many j perly place your arguments and
oe
to
need
them.
and
Loeb
before
over
They
Important Political Conferenof
in
a
of
Kuhn,
the
of
tistics
by
Republicity today
taking
gathering
ways as possible the importance
the
ces Are in Prospect.
are
roads
emthe
poorest
by making better shown that
Guthrie, Okla., July 28. Late yes- cans and Democrats dissatisfied with Company of the holdings of the
making money
most expensive roads. They have not
the candidates placed in the field by barrassed interest which had
a
sentimental
not
proporoads.
state
afternoon
is
It
the
supreme
terday
Biddeford Pool, Mass., July 28
itself in an attempt to control sition, but purely a business one. been shown that their broken wagons,
court handed down a decision in the the two old parties. There is much
and blacksmith bills
President Taft's vacation cruise along
new
to
the
as
transcontinental railroad comwill
head
the
who
uncertainty
removal case to the effect uhat
There has been expended upon the broken harness
the cost of havmore
the Maine coast will end this after capital
than
of
them
amounts
The
Govremoved
cost
ticket.
three candidates for
pany. It
large
Oklahoma's capital shall remain at
surveys,
Mississippi river, Including
noon when the Mayflower will sail in
have not been
roads.
M.
K.
the
ernor
They
most
T.,
are
securities
mentioned
good
overhanging
ing
frequently
Guthrie until the legality of the eleo
within the last 100 years 225 million
team can do
to Beverly Harbor. Mr. Taft will have
a
$4
a
that
start
H.
day
interest
shown
William
the
uncovered
former
heavy
Berry (Democrat),
tion recently held is determined and
dollars to put that public water high- twice the work over good roads, which
a number of visitors at Beverly soon
state
capi-to- l and
rose
who
the
rapidly,
treasurer,
although
exposed
prices
courts
have
settled the constitn
in condition for handling products
and some Important political confer the
makes that team worth to them $8
frauds while in office, and who has Kuhn, Loeb and Company made no way
tional question embraced in the pro
commerce tributary to
farm
of
the
and
ences are in prospect.
Gibbo-neis
official apnouncement.
a day.
Today it
vision of the enabling act that Guthrie a large following; D. Clarence
it. The last statistics available show
association
Tihe members of your
(Independent
Republican) head of known that the company whose hold-- , that in 1906 there were one million,
1913 and
remain
until
shall
the
canital
TEXAS SHOWS AMAZING
know these plain and simple things I
law and order society of Philadel-tha- t ings of Rock Island, Lehigh Valley and
election
an
that
shall
be
after
(held
on
jthe
tons less transported
GAIN IN POPULATION
stated. But the way to get good
Missouri Pacific stocks it took over, ' 545 thousand
i
time to establish a permanent Phla- and George W. Guthrie
icon mvmon 09". mil- - have
is to make all the people know
was
interroads
The
former
with
in
English
crat),
mayor of Pittsburg.
operating
in
and keep them constantly
Austin, Texas, July 28. Preliminthem
real contest; seems between Berry ana ests headed by Sir Earnest Cassell.
New Orleans, with the mind. The transportation
system
The
will also The .syndicate is said to be made up Loula and
convention
ary reports pubished by the United
Gibboney.
LouAsks for Administrator An appli- name
States census bureau, show that the
candidates for lieutenant gov- of Canadian and English operators states of Missouri, Arkansas and and which carries our food and clothing
was
cation
filed
in
western
the
on
boundary,
an
isiana
made
the
today
probate ernor, state treasurer and secretary headed by Dr. E. S. Pearson and had
amazing
state of Texas has
from maker to "user is part railroad
and and
gain in population since the taking of clerk's office by Hugh F. DuVal, stat- of internal affairs. The United Labor for its aim a new transcontinental the states of Illinois, Tennessee
part country road. One part is as
the last national census. While the ing that his brother, Harvey S. DuVal, Party, the outgrowth of the trolley road. The decline in the market up Mississippi on the eastern. The farm necessary as the other. Your organitotal in 1900 was only 3,048,710, the died intestate at Battle Creek, Mich., Btrike here last spring, has demanded set plans, but certain banking inter- ers of these states which border dl zation is Its support of the betterment
1910 count will give the state at least ana asKS tne prouare court 10 appoint that it De glven representation in the ests here look with favor on the plan ; rectly upon the Mississippi river, to of our public highways should talk in
4,500,000; this representing a gain of him administrator of Mr. Duval's es - convention and on the ticket, but it is and it ds not unlikely that it will be say'nothing of those of the remaining
' 40 states, have received no benefit
tate,
announced that this will not be given. carried out. ,
nearly 50 per cent.
(Continued on Page Five.)
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Wheat
Imperial
Jersey Cream
Pansy
Old

9

Four

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST
WE

GIVE CASH REGISTEK TICKETS

WITH

ALL

CASH

ur.

PURCHASES

and my food was not digested as it should
have been. Now I am entirely well, and
the pimples have all disappeared from my
face. I can truthfully say that Cascarets
ere just as advertised; I have taken only
two boxes of them."
Clarence R. Griffin, Sheridan, Ind.
Pleasant, Palatable. Potent, Taste Good.
Do Good. Never Sicken.Weaken or Gripe.
10c. 25c, 50c. Never sold in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped C C. C. Guaranteed to
927
cure or your money back.

INOR
V

have wooed in Rome and Paris
Spirits whose manners would embar-

rass;

V

Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Ft.

Tolephon

No. 40

Ap SEE FOR YOURSELF
THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
CALL

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks

Jewelry Silverware, Decorated China, Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
Goods.

S.

MANUFACTURER

Spitz

JEWELER

Incorporated 1903

ELIGIMN BROS CO.

"Before I began using Cascarets I had

I

Winter Grocery Co.

Established 1856.

a bad complexion, pimples on my face,

THE NATIVE BORN.
I have courted damsels Spanish,
Dm eh, Norwegian, Irish, Danish;
I have faced in warmer climates
All the wiles of eye and fan;
I have seen the dainty geisha
Do her stunts in distant Asia,
And the girl with jeweled anklets
Twirl in dusky Hindustan;
I have flirted with Castilian,
German, Greek, and dark Brazilian;
I have played the game of Cupid
Clear from Simla up to Nome
But, for witcheries seductive
Cooing, fetching, deft, instructive
There is nothing in the picture
With the little, girl at home.

Bobolink

i

Bad BLOOD

rue nuiiv onnun nn s
MIL
UfllLI HUUliU

THURSDAY, JULY 28, 1910.

have "jollied" haughty Russians,
Poles, and humble-borgrisettes;
I have learned to speak Le Gallienne
In melodious Italian,
And to relish gales of garlic
And Egyptian cigarettes;
I have courted maids dramatic,
Tragic, comic, acrobatic;
I have followed circus-rider- s
Clear from London town to Rome
But for graces that enrapture,
Dazzle, captivate, and capture
There is nothing on the skyline
Fit to match the girl at home.
I

Denver,
Colo.,
July 28
The forecast is fair in south
local thunderstorms
portion,
in north portion
tonight or

Friday.

n

uits

1

CITY TOPICS

S

S S

$

5,

jkirte and

X

Her Uncle's Will at the Elks tonight
will entertain you from start to finish.
Show at 8 o'clock.
Washout Caused Delay A washout
yesterday tied up Santa Fe train No.
10 from the south and west and the
train did not arrive until late last
j night.
Rowe Couple Takes Out Marriage
j License
Pedro Garcia, aged 25, and
Miss Atanacia Archuleta, aged 20, of
Rowe were granted a marriage license
at Las Vegas yesterday.
Be her station e'er so lowly,
Wedding at Las Vegas Miss Elvira
an
sweet
incense
and holy,
There's
j
Salazar, daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
In the spell her memory summons
'
Mariano S. Salazar, was married this
Prom the dim and distant past;
morning at Las Vegas, to Peter G.
There's a fragrance as of clover
Cappucilli, of Tucson, Ariz., by Rev.
In the dreams that round her hover,
And a nameless something whisp'ring Father Romero. A wedding dinner
was served at the Castaneda.
That the bond will always last;
Killing in Chaves County N. P.
Other eyes may sue discreetly,
Windsor, aged 60 years, an old timer
Scarlet lips cajole so sweetly
of the Pecos valley, was killed near
That the senses swoon and falter
Bronco, which is just across the line
fancies
And the
idly roam;
in Texas, but the murder took place
But when all is said and noted,
in New Mexico. J. T. Crather and J.
There's no loving so devoted,
Barnard are reported to be under ar-As the subtle spell that calls one
rest.
To the little girl at home!
Humidity Was 56 Per Cent The
humidity
yesterday was higher than
Wedded in the Duke City Justice for
for the average for the
many
days,
of the Peace David Perea at Albu
was 56 per cent. The maximum
(day
querque united in marriage
temperature was 82 degrees and the
O'Brien and Melvin Smith.
minimum was 56. The lowest temper- Mules Bring Good Prices J. D. attire last night was 58 degrees and
Hand of Los Alamos, San Miguel coun- - at 6 o'clock this morning the mercury
ty, sold at Trinidad, Colo., 28 mules at was four degrees higher.
$130 per head, and 22 mules at $109
Good Rain in Estancia Valleyper head.
The rain yesterday did an immense
Seven Horses Stolen Seven horses amount of good everywhere over the
were stolen from the ranch of Frank valley. Much will be raised that will
Weverk, eight miles northwest of help the farmer to feed his family and
Roswell. A reward of $200 is offered his stock through until another crop
lean be raised. It will also help cool
for their return.
Boy Badly Hurt Antonio Delgado, the air and add to the general good
brother of Probate Clrek Lorenzo Del health of the country. We will no
gado, of Las Vegas, was badly hurt doubt have plenty of rain from this
by being thrown from a buggy on th,e on." Estancia Daily Herald.
Suits Filed in District Court Suits
Agua Sarco road.
Barn Struck by Lightning The were filed in the district court at Al- barn of M. Popejoy, near estancia, ouquerque yesterday by the Consoli
was struck by lightning on Monday. dated Liquid Company, against L.
for $201.20; by the Whitney
The hay was set on fire, but the flames
wer extinguished before much damage Company, against B. B. Spencer, for
j $192.10,
and by Thomas P. Duran
was done.
to against Pablo Dia , for $179.88.
Chinaman Escaped According
the El Paso Herlad, one of the 28
Wool Deals Hugh Davis and Will
Chinemen that Deputy IT. S. Marshal Johnson, of Chaves county, have sold
S. E. Newcomer is escorting to San their wool at 15
cents a pound.
Francisco from New Mexico, made his Fritz Brinck and A. J. Knollin have
escape at the Union station at El shipped 160,000 pounds to Chicago
Paso.
where thev exnect to
better nrices
New Equipment "Over at the rail- than at Boston. Walter H. Long, of
road shops the boys have a fine coach Roswell, has refused 15
cents for
nearly completed and an engine nearly his 314,000 yound clip.
erady to pull it. They are fine speciFour Brothers Arrested Felix,
mens of workmanship and the boys
Manuel and Ramon Gutierres,
should be proud of them." Estancia were arrested at Conon
Largo, San
Daily Herald.
Miguel county, by Deputy Sheriff EnTaken Out
Marriage Licenses
rique Sena and taken to Las Vegas
Marriage licenses were taken out at to ansker to the charge of assault
Albuquerque yesterday by William with a deadly weapon upon H. Her-rerFee, a native of Canada, and Alice St.
Jose David Gutierrez and Hip-litClair; James T. Waters, of Tamaqua,
Valentin Polominio.
and
Pa., and Miss Mclntyre, of Roan's
Breaks
His Thigh Tex Raw-soBoy
Prairie, Texas. The couple was maran
Estancia
boy, who recently
ried by Rev. F. W. Otto and will reon Tuesday had the
an
broke
arm,
side at Laguna.
misfortune to fracture his thigh. The
horse he was riding slipped and threw
Cured
Be
Cannot
Catarrh
was dark and
with LOCAL APPLICATION, as they him to the ground. It
cannot reach the seat of the disease. the boy was helpless and had it not
Catarrh is a blood or constitutional been for someoe passing he would
disease, and in order to cure it you have been compelled to lie in the road
must take internal remedies. Hall's until morning brought relief.
Chinaman Sold Out by Sheriff The
Catarrh Cure is taken internally, and
acts directly on the blood and mucous mercantile firm of Hop Hah & Co., at
surfaces. Hall's Catarrh Cure is not Las Cruces was closed out Monday
In the
a quack medicine. It was prescribed under the sheriff's hammer.
Las
Wah
earlier
of
Cruces,
in
Hop
days
this
one
best
the
of
physicians
by
country for years and is a regular pre- came, established a business and made
scription. It is composed of the best money, lots of it, but in the awakentonics knowns, combined with the best ed Las Cruces Hop's business went
blood purifiers, acting directly on thi on the decline and he sells out to two
mucous surfaces. The perfect com- of his fellow countrymen and takes
is himself with his gold back to China.
bination of the two ingredients
what produces such wonderful results His successors maintained the busiin curing Catarrh. Send for testimon- ness only a few months before their
doors were closed by the sheriff, markials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Props.,
ing the passing of one of the "used
to be" largest stores in that port of
Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, price 75c.
the country.
.
Take Hall's Family Pills fon

liberie

j

Bargains in every department

i

FOR HALF AVCENTURY

PHONE

36

LEADING

THE

HOUSE'

P. O. BOX 219

DRY GOODS

IN THE

CITY.

i

S3

TAXIDFRr.liST TANNER & FURRIER

-

i

EVERY DESCRIPTION

OF WORK

IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning and lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

Highest prices paid for raw furs

j

of all

kinds

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
PHONE
BLACK

AIR
TO"

SANTA FE, N, M,

1Q

j

CANON
ROAD

Do-nisi- o

WE SHAVE DOWN OUR PRICES WHEN WE FIRST MARK OUR
GOODS.

EVERYTHING IN OUR STORE RUNS SMOOTHLY, BECAUSE WE
ALWAYS KEEP ON HAND A FULL STOCK OF EVERYTHING A
FIRST-CLASHARDWARE STORE SHOULD CARRY
WE STAND BEHIND EVERYTHING WE SELL AND "MAKE GOOD"
ON EVERY DEAL. OUR VALUES ARE PLAIN TO SEE.

j

MULLIGAN & RISING

j

S

j

2

j

SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING

No?14!

ha9o"areCo!S We have it.

If it's Hardware

1-- 4

FUNFRAL DIRECTORS

da?uonht
PICTURE

130

IOC

RED

FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

PALACE
AVE
DONE.

oal

Ma-cari-

SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour, Hay,

LF LI HERSCH

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt ana

Ms

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

MEXICAN HATS
v
?!

ALL

PRICES.

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO
No Need to Cut.

S . E. Corner

of Plaza.

Weed
Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes,

Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

o

All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

a,

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.

am? etai l

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.
Telephone

85

Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURANCE
a Protection for yourself demand anAbstract-l- )o you know whether
you have an absolute title to the property which you Iccw

As

at?

ADsrac s oi Title,

Furnished by

TUC CAMTA
- I
III

U
mi. unmn

Catron Block

U

CC
i

IID0TDJIPT

l nuuumui,

Santa Fe, N,

M

Tel Black 76

ra
DIAMONDS

Ha

Qm

Realty & Insn- ranee Agency

YONTZ

WATCHEsl

MANUFACTUIER OF

IXUeoS!

MEXICAN FILIGREE

Right Service

JEWELRY

Eryes

Tes,8d

Cut Glass, China and Silverware

g 345 San Francisco St.

SANTA FE, N. M.

TiliiMltMIIJIIIIIlllllllMI

STABLE WATERS
L

By the bottle or case

Manitou Water and Imported Vichy and
Gingerale, Apollinaris, and Grape Juice.

Zook's Phannnacy

nd

Flttwi by Wp-t- oDate Methods

I

I
t
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DON'T WAIT.

Santa Fe
zen's Experience Before it's
of a

Take Advantage

"e. b. num." is

Citi-

siroiG"

Too Late.
When the back begins to ache,
Don't wait until backache becomes

chronic;

Till serious

kidney

And Still Searching For
"Tutors" For His Beautiful Daughter

troubles

Till urinary troubles destroy night's
rest.
Profit by a Santa Fe citizen's experience.
Lino Romero, Palace Ave., Santa Fe,
X. M., says: "I know that Doan's
Kidney Pills live up to the claims
made for them. If I were not confident
of this fact, I could never have been
induced to give this remedy my endorsement. There was a dull ache in
the small of my back that bothered
me and at times I was obliged to lay
off from work for two or three days.
Doan's Kidney Pills brought me entire relief, and the few slight attacks
of backache I have had since then
have quickly yielded to this remedy."
Mr. Romero gave the above testimonial in January, 1907, and when
interviewed on June 26, 1909, he said:
"I can speak as highly of Doan's Kidney Pills as when I publicly endorsed
them two and a half years ago. This
I
remedy always gives benefit when
use it."
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
Buffalo,
Co.,
cents. Foster-MilburNew York, sole agents for the United

HER

no

That Eduardo Blanco
Rabal, of
Madrid, the distinguished gentleman
who is dying in a Spanish dungeon
with a gun shot wound in his breast,
and whose
daughter is to
inherit a cool half million dollars, apparently has the proverbial nine lives

of a cat has been discovered by former County Commissioner Jose Inez
Roybal, who resides in Nambe, about
14 miles from Santa Fe.
Mr. Roybal was a caller at the office
of the New Mexican today and
brought with him the letters sent him
by the dying Eduardo Blanco Rabal,
and an examination of the documents
at once recall the letters which have
been flooding this country for many
months, much to the disgust of the
postal authorities. In fact Uncle Sam
has seen fit to treat Mr. Rabat's correspondence with discourtesy and no
letters addressed to him or his agents
But Rabal
in Spain are forwarded.
is equal to the emergency for he has
his supposed relatives to whom he appeals in this country cable him and
Mr. Roybal has spent $9 or more on
cables before he came to the conclusion that the whole affair is the same
been drawing
old hoax which has
thousands of dollars to the pockets of
some man or set of men in Old
Madrid.
The letters are rather cleverly written, appealing to the chivalry of man
and incidentally holding out tempting
financial rewards.
The Setting.
Here is the plot and setting. A man
is dying in a dungeon in a foreign
land; he has a gun shot wound in the
breast and blood poisoning is about
to set in (though it has showed a decided nianana spirit before taking the
septicimia plunge) the prisoner has
a "beautiful" daughter 14 years of age,
and she is heiress to 98,600 pounds,
English money. The father or dying
prisoner finds that he has a relative
in America and that relative is the
person addressed, the name being the
same or should be the same. The payment of a sum of money by the Amer
ican can bring the girl and the fortune
over to this country, as the payer is
to be named "tutor" or guardian of
the young lady.
A priest in the prison has seen the
plight of the dying, wounded man and
will pass the letters out but none can
be received so cablegrams to a friend

other.

If you are in need of anything, try
a New Mexican Want Ad.
OF TUB INTERIOR
DEPARTMENT
Office of Indian Affairs. Washington, n, O n
for
letting grazing
Sealed proposals
the Mescalero Indian Reservation
New Mexico, under the permit system,
will be received at the offlee of the
of Indian Affairs, Washington,
D 0 until 2 o'clock p.m. Monday August
29 1910, and will be Immediately thereafter
bidders as
opened in the presence of such
location of the
may attend. Mapsshowing
and all necessary inforgrazing districts
on application to
mation may be obtained
tne Mescalero Indian
the superintendent of New
Mexico. R. Or.
School, Mescalero,
privl-legeso-

er

VALENTINE, Commissioner.

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

MILK

Telephone No 140 Red
MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

lOObTS

IM

HACK
From

BARRANCA TO TAOS
South
Meets Both North
- Bounds Trains.
Leaves Barranca on the arrival of
the north bound train and arrives at
Taos at 7 p. m.
Ten miles shorter than any other
way. Good covered hack and good
teams.
Tiling dLcneto Malta
aaxig&T CoraafortaTsle,
.

Ps

SS $5.00

FARE

ase asked.
The Libretto.
Of this harrowing opera, the follow
ing is the libretto. Let us take Act
I, or the first letter. It is dated
Madrid, June 9, 1910, and addressed

KERR'S
PLAZA BARBER SHOP

Mr. Jose T. Rabal:
Found
My Dear Sir:

For l9 year the only
first class tonsorial parlor
in Santa Fe.

myself in a
very grave situation and I cannot resolve it. I take the liberty to write to
make you a proposition, although I

OUR NEW FITCH

am known to you when

consign you

I

TREATMENT
that my mother was Miss Mary Rabal,
is guaranteed to cure, (not only your kinswoman, you will see our re
relieve, Dandruff, falling hair & lationship. the
business, I will tell you
other scaip irritations. We also As to
I will not
of
is
it
great
carry a complete line of all the say you them Importance.
as I am not sure
today
popular hair and facial tonics.
will reach you not Know.
HERPICIDE,

DE LUXE QUININE

BATHS

BATHS

this letter

& FITCH

BATHS

Woman
Every ana
snouta snow

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

IB

hone us, wewillbegladtocallfor your
aundry on .Mondays and Tuesdays
nd deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122.

PHONE RED 122.

SPECIAL
SALE

liiierebUHi
about the wonderful

kMARVELWhirlingSpray

Xue new rnirinui pyrince.
jsest Ji obi conven
ient. It cleanses
Instantly.

Ask your drngfrtttfor It. i
T
h .nanim annnlv iha
M 4 l V v.
AffPnh Tin

Wi,
mi....
m

44 Eat SBd Street. NEW

M
m

M
"I m

m

XK.

month of

1910

All Summer Dress Goods, Silks, Novelties, Lawns
Laces, Embroideries and Ladies Knit and Muslin
ALL ARE THIS SPRING and
Underwear.
SUMMER GOODS LA TEST STY LESand DESIGNS

PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE THffiM

ADOLF SELIGMAN

iOFT DRINKS
The tottewia?

DRY GOODS

CO

j

TelephoM Red 35 and have
your orders delivered

e suggested to the thirsty

as

something1

SANTA FE BOTTLING WORKS.
m4e

from filtered water.

ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Wett Point -- f th $outhwrt.
Army Officers Detailed by War Department
Armv Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Th

HENRY KRICK,

For the
of any serious illness, like the
Grip, Cardui is the best tonic you can use.
It builds strength, steadies the nerves,
improves the
appetite, regulates irregularities and helps bring back the
natural glow of health.
Cardui is your best friend, if you only knew it
Think of the thousands of ladies whom Cardui has
helped! What could possibly prevent it from helping you?
Remember you cannot get the benefit of the Cardui
ingredients in any other medicine, for thev are not for sale
in any drug store except in the Cardui bottle. Try Cardui.

Through Academic course, preparing young
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after-effec- ts

Write to: Ladies Advisory Dept., Chattanooga Medicine Co.. Chattanooea. Tenn..
for Specie Instructions, and
book. "Home Treatment for Women."' seat free.

ng well your address. I will tell you
only it is to save a great fortune of
93,(100 pounds; that is the fortune of
my beautiful daughter fourteen years
old that I have in a college. I am
prisoner with a very grave wound of
shot in the breast; I am nearlv death
n a foreign country prostrated in bed
without aid of anybody seeing. I will
death very soon. For to save this
fortune I am sure that you, as my
kinsman, you will aid me giving this
guarantee I will give you. It is im- ossible for me to speak with any
body and I can write you with the pro
motion that the priest, of this prison
give me for I can do it and I will not
endanger you as all letters coming
from. America on opened by this gov-- j

in
back again to my employment
Paris, awaiting the events and thinking it would never arrive to the end
it has arrived. I'nder this very grave
situation and risking all I act in my
some
responsibility hazard saving
valours and very important documents
and as I was in danger to be prisoner
I went out again to London under a
convenient mask placing drafts payable to bearer the sum of 98',H00
pounds.
Has the Drafts.
These drafts I guard in a secret I
make myself in one of my trunks. I
am sure it would never be discovered
it
without
my
although
consent,
would very well be examined
my
trunks. After I took this precaution
eminent fearing the anarchists if I I pass over the time without being
I
beg you to send me a cablegram for
known in any English city two months
can know if you have received this
ago
thinking anybody remember me.
letter at the address I give you at tne
The Dear Daughter Again.
end of this letter which is the name
It
impossible to live without
being
and address of a nephew of my good
I dispose that a
dear
my
daughter
is
the
that
working
protector,
priest,
take her to Gwould
of
mine
friend
in a commerce in this city.
ibraltar where I take her and we come
Awaits Cablegram.
I had
As soon as I receive your cable I here to Spain and when here
to start for your free
will be sure of your address I will all disposed
I was prisoner by the police.
send you all the details of this fortune country
so much great my
exited
They
I
want
aid
save
the
and for
it and
I wounded to a policeman befrom you giving you as a reward the
ing wounded myself by them with a
fourth part of said fortune.
of shot in the
Awaiting your early reply by cable very grave injury
breast, thiuking everybody at the
I remain your very truly.
first I was death.
(Signed):
In danger of death, prisoner, and
RABAL.
BLANCO
EDUARDO
communiCablegram address: Spain, Sr. D. knowing it impossible to
for
out
of
with
prison,
cate
anybody
Fonda
Rosauro
Amat,
Ramirez,
'
if they do the apset to send me to
Murcia.
France although I am very grave
Act II.
The cablegram having been sent wounded.
And Again the Daughter.
announcing that the letter had been
I
sec
fixed a plan to save my for
have
received
the
Mr.
Roybal
received,
and
tune
follows:
saving also my very dear
ond "act" of the libretto as
daughter of a very frightful abandon
Madrid, July 6, 1910.
acJose I. Rabal: My dear sir I thank ment if you as my kinsman will
will
and
if
you
answer
my
proposition
cable,
ver
much
cept
for
your
you
and I profit today that I am a little protect her. My plan is the follow
best to answer you and give you a ing:
The Plan.
whole information of the sorry situathat
I
and
which
is
am,
in
knowing
tion
It
very easy to save the secret
you all we will carry our business to where mv stock and valours are
a happy end. Counting with your guarded because the precautions what
discretion I risk this important letter I have taken are justly wnai assures
of which will depend the salvation of them meantime you and I may come
a large fortune of my dear daughter to an understanding. I have obtained
of fourteen years old and she has not the sympathies of the priest of the
nrison he come to visit me every day.
protection of anybody.
He is very charitable thinking us
Family History.
As my father was a vry notable poor and seeing the abandonment of
engineer working many years at the mv dauehter he pity of our situation
orders of the grand French engineer, and he has placed my daughter in a
Mr. Ferdinand Lesseps, arriving my school and give me his protection so
father to take part in the study of the I can write you but only for family
Panama canal so it was easy to me business.
with his great protection to obtain in
Still Exciting Curiosity.
the office of said canal a very good
The letter goes on for two more
employment when I had the misfor pages, telling of a secret drawer in
tune that my father death and at the the trunk, of the friendship of Mr
following year my mother death and Aueustin Perez, who will see that the
also my good wife who let me as baggage is delivered to the kinsman
unique relief to all my misfortunes my in America and making the promise
dear daughter.
h
of the estate is to go
that
Being alone with my dear daughter to this kinsman and the rest to the
I was anxious that all the riches of daughter provided this kinsman will
the earth for her procuring to fulfill "come across" with the little fund
the best possible my duty always I necessary to make a lawsuit in the
took part of the personal of more re- Spanish court to get the baggage and
liance of the direction arriving to win that this will be an easy matter. Conthe most reliance of a great financier cluding Mr. Rabal says:
I think I have explain you all, the
personsoul of the company, for my
of
a
owner
I
was
when
for you can understand my
sufficient
services,
good
great fortune and begin to see realized situation and the easy it is to save my
my wishes, the political competitions stock with the aid I beg you.
in France they gave a very great
My wound is every day getting
scandal, very grave to those people worse and I feel my life is short, but
accusing I am' sure you will follow my infriends of my superiors
them to have received large quantities structions so I am with some comfort
of money of the Panama company in in my heart and I beg God to give me
payment of laws favorable to it. In sufficient life for I can receive your
this very bad situation you will see answer by cable at the same address.
that I acted well to put my fortune
Promises to Die.
safe out of France at the first accusThen I will die with great hope for
ation, going myself to London where my daughter's future. I beg you to
I placed all my stock in a sure bank draw me out soon of the anxiety with
where I could draw out the money which I await your answer. I remain
and give it to whom I wish if neces- sir, yours very truly.
sary.
EDUARDO BLANCO RABAL.
P. S. For the documents of family
After I assure my stock I return
that I have in my seized baggage you
see our relationship.

-

ilfe. Great
men for college or or
amount of open air work. Healthiest location
of any Military School in the Uniou. Located
bu.-lne-ss

Tak
The Woman's Tonic

"A-

m4

'

.

eool and inviting
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
ROOT BEER, KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TABLE MINERAL WATERS.
All drinks

"I am
write and ttank
pleased,
you for what Cardui has done for me," writes Mrs. Sarah
J. Gilliland, of Siler City, N. C.
"Last February, I had the Grippe, which left me in
bad shape. Before that, I had been bothered with female
trouble, for ten years, and nothing seemed to cure it
"At last, I began to take Cardui. I have taken
only
three bottles, but it has done me more good than all the
doctors or than any other medicine 1 ever took."

oa the beautiful Pecos Valley the garden
spot of the West at an e'evatlon of 3,700
feet above sea level, s'inshlne everv day. btt
Ittie rala or snow during session.
Eleven Officersnd Instructors, all graduates from stardard eastern colleges. Ten
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
ed and modern Ir all respects.
REGENTS E. A. Cahoou, President; W
G, Hamilton, Vice President; J, Phelps White,
Treasurer, W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and Wf
A

Fiolay
For particulars snl
address.

V
-

it.,.',

;

Illustrated

catalogne

COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,

Superintendent.

Wells Fargo & Company
xpress
i.'eoeral Express forwarders
TO

Parts of the World.

All

i?ve Mon-- y and Inconvenience by Purchasing Wells F&rgo
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS, TRAVELERS'
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDERS,.
"vfthi Taroa(?bout the United States, Canada. Mesico
and all Foreiga Countries.

REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH.

J. D. BARNES. Aoent
THE WEST FOR THE WEST.

Tk

Colorado

Rational Life Assurance Company
Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
A. W
Santa

8ERGERE, Manager for Mew Mexico.
Catron Block.

Fe, N. M.

C. E. HARTLEY REAL ESTATE CO
SPRINGER, NEW MEXICO
in tract9 of all sizes, raw lands,
75 00 per acre, under cultivation
$00.00 to 8175.00 per acre. These are
you.

Offers irrigated lands
under ditch, 840 00 to
and highly improved,
ideal home9 ready for

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
RANCHES,
LAROE
AND
SMALL

1

We are prepared to locate settlers on gov
ernment land. We have irrigation enter- prises, needing capital. Moneyed : men: are
;
Invited to correspond with us.

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO,

RANCHES.
LARGE
AND
SMALL.

LET US HEAR FROM YOU,

NEAT ATTIRE

WW

--

go

v

one-fourt-

JULY

during entire

New Mexico Military Institute

After The Grippe
to be able to
much

J 42

Heiress.

and

Doan's

the name

Remember

take

3493,000

Jose Inez Roybal of Nambe Is
Asked to Look After

n

States.

IS

FORTUNE
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Proprietor
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PILLS
CHICHESTER SI!RAM.
A
lrulit

for ,
Ladles! AaU Tour
IMnmond llrand
1'llls in Rrd and Gold metallicA
bones, scaled Irith Blue Ribbon.
Tllb tin n,h
R.iv nf Vntll
ttrueirliit. AsltforCIIM'IIKw-TEKlIAilONI ItKAMI FILLS for Ha

years known as Best. Safest. Always Rellabl
SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVERYWHERE

TAKE YOUR CHOICE.
Take a pick with your eyes shut and
Certainly helps a man along socially
you'll get what you like. That re- and In business. There is no
g
fers to
a
has
edal to
the fact that dress
ANY LIVERY RIG
do with a man's success nowadays.
this fact in mind, let us call
that leaves these stables. They're all eBaring
your attention to the fact that we are
up to date and any of them gives sat now making to order the most stylish
isfaction.
A drive drives away the Suits and Overcoats, from selected
blues. Try it and save calling the fabrics, at a most moderate price.
Perfect fit and finish guaranteed. New
doctor.
samples have arrived.
gain-say-In-

WILLIAMS
310 San

4 MSING

Francisco St. 'Phone

139 Red,

Julius Muralter, Tailor
Cor. Palace and Washington

Avenues.

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
the rate

of $5.00 per hundred lbs.
Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N. M., by comin Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
municating with Manager of the RosThf New MexTca.. Printing Com
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m arrive well Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
pny hna on hand a large aupply of in Vaughan at 6 p. m.
least 24 hours In advance. Rate for
Dads and tablets suitable for acboo!
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special J40.00 to accommodate four or
work, the desk, and also for lawyer each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point
.I
&d everywhere. We
will sell them at 5 cents in book lorm.

Carrying the U. S. mall and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaughn at 8:30 a. m., arrive

J. W. STOCKARD, wsanagsr
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RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily, six months by mall
25
Daily per week by carrier
Weekly, per year
Daily, per month, by carrier.... 75
65 Weekly, six months
Daily, per month, by mail
7.00
mail
Daily, per year, by
Weekly, per quarter

$3.50
2.00
1.00
50

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.
The New Mexican is the oldest newspaper in New Mexico. I. Is sent to
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large and growing tfrculatf.) j
Among the Intelligent and progress ive people of the Southwest.
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WOOL PRICES.
While wool is three times as high
now as it was at its lowest during the
Grover Cleveland administration, yet,
the prices are not as satisfactory anil
profitable to growers as they should
be.
If any tariff revision is undertaken, the wool growers should be
given greater protection for there is
no doubt that the increase in wool
importations is marked and is affecting prices adversely.
The impon. into the United States of
wool for clothing purposes greatly increased last year, reaching 143,801,339
pounds, valued at $31,108,481, or more
than double the imports of 1908, and
even 50 per cent higher tuan in 1907
and seven times the total production of New Mexico. The direct
of
wool
this
from
imports
Australia last year were 35,177,946
pounds worth $8,697,451. American
buyers participated in Australian wool
auction sales to an extent that they
had not hitherto. Consul Henry D.
Baker has already noted they purchased one-fift-h
of the 17,000 bales sold at
Hobart early in January, the value of
such purchases being over $200,000.
Shipments of New Zealand wool to the
United States also advanced acordins;
to consular invoices, from $265,686 in
190S to $1,467,132 in 1905,
The heavy
import of clothing wool continues in
1910. the value for the first four months
having been $16,275,178, against
in the same period of 1908, and
$5,627,402 in the 1907 period.
The renewed activity in American
carpet factories is indicated by the
heavier importation of wool for this
purpose, amounting last year to
pounds, worth $16,706,728, or
more than double that imported in
1908. The increased Importation has
continued in 1910, amounting in the
first four months to $5,203,876 worth,
against $4,827,022 in the same period
in 1909 and $1,993,843 in the 1908
$4,000,000
period. China furnishes
worth of the carpet wool imported by
the United States during 1909. Large
quantities also came from Asiatic
Turkey, the declared experts througn
the various American consulates aggregating $1,514,703. The total shipments were three times as large as
those of 1908.
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ATTORNEYS AT LAW.-
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PAUL A. F. WALTER
Santa Fe.

-

d

J. B. BEAD, Cashier.
FRAKR McKAKE, Assistant Cashier

national
rirst
OF

UB

Bank

SANTA FE.

New Mexico

-

-

Chas. F. Easley,

Chas. R. Easley.
Estancia.
EASLEY & EASLEY,
Attorneys at Law.

The Oldest Banking Institution in
New Mexico. Established in 1870

Santa Fe.

Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

E. C. ABBOTT
Attorney-at-La-

Practice in the District and Su
preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
attention given to all business.
xew Mexice
Santa Fe,

....

cj

Counsellors-at-La-

c

Catron Block

5

....

Office:

$150,000
80.000

transacts

CATRON & CATRON

Attorneys and

1

rail-Iroa-

President.

Attorney-at-La-

7

j

PALES,

-

that he is too busy to mix in politics.'
ORGANIZE!
Santa Fe,
Mew Mexico
a piece with the man who
Is
not
The New Mexican
pleased He is of
too busy to go to the front
with the present lethargy, one might was
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
when
the call to arms sounded in the
the
of
almost call it indifference,
Attorneys-at-LaHe
drafted.
was
and
finally
great mass of voters in this county sixties, one
in the District Courts as
Practice
a
'ward
whit better than
toward the great questions that will be is not
well as before the Supreme Court of
elimiThe
worst
the
heeler'
of
tyie.
put up to them for decision in the near
the territory.
future. It is not pleased to hear the nation of such men make for good gov
Las Cruces.
New Mexico
nation."
and
in
stale
city,
"What is eminent
expressions on evry sidewe
the use, the slate is made and
A STRONG PLATFORM.
RENEHAN & DAVIES
The duwill have no say anyway."
A. B. Renehan
Ohio
E. P. Daviet
Republithe
The
platform by
ties imposed upon the electorate ought
Attorneys-at-Lanot to be approached lightly, indiffer- cans yesterday is essentially conservto date.
Practice in the Supreme and Disently, and there should be a systemat- ative and yet right up
trict Courts. Min.ng and Land Law a
ized campaign of education in every
Concerning the tariff, the platform
Office in Catron Block.
specialty.
"The tariff has been revised
poltical division says:
precinct.
Every
Santa Fe
New Mexico
should have its political club and the in accordance with the Republican
young men as well as the old should doctrine of protecting ihome industry
EDWARD C. WADE
be heard from in the discussion of and American labor. It did not raise
Attorney-at-Lathe problems that confront the com- the duty on a single common food proPractices in the Supreme and Dismonwealth.
Santa Fe, just as Albu- duct. The increases were on luxuries
in common use. No
trict Courts of the Territory, in the
querque and Las Vegas, should have and articles not
more unjustly asbill
has
been
tariff
or
Probate Court and before the U. S.
better
still,
a Republican club,
deshould have several. There ought to sailed. It has turned the national
Surveyor General and U. S. Land
Offices.
be enthusiasm and now that a spirited ficit into a surplus at the same time
the average rate of all du
Las Cruces
New Mexico
campaign has been decided upon it reducing
ties."
moto
off
not
last
the
be put
should
of
G. W. PRICHARD
Among the accomplishments
ment, but should begin this very day.
President Taft's administration menAttorney and Consellor-at-LaSays the Las Vegas Optic:
as worthy of praise aire the
Practice in all the District Courts
"At the present moment in local and tioned
and conviction of those
prosecution
and gives special attention to cases
territorial politics a political club can
in the sugar frauds,
the
before the Territorial Supreme Court.
be of value in several different ways. implied
successful intervention to
and
prompt
Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M
The problems that have come with
the
in
increases
present,
arbitrary
the passage of our enabling act are
freight rates; the effective en-- ;
A TAX ON WEEDS.
WILLIAM McKEAN
new. We are confronted with the task forcement
of the law against illegal j
A tax on weeds would replenish the
Attorney-at-La'
of making a state constitution. Soon
dealing in stocks and the indictment
Incident
we will be in the midst of an election of those involved in the cotton
city treasury marvelously.
Mining and Land Law.
pool;
Taos
to choose the delegates who are,; to the
ally, it would add to the' healthfulues-New Mexico
impartial enforcement of the anti- of
conus
every one is in financonstitutional
in
the
ippresent
trust laws; the reduction of a million cialSanta Fe. Not
position to improve his property
vention. What type of men do we dollars a month in the postofflce de
C W. G. WARD
want in such responsible positions? partment expenses; the remarkable holdings but no one is so poor or so '
uisingi Muorney
cannot
tired
he
his
that
keen
premises
What is the nature of a state con- progress in the construction of the
For San Miguel and Mora Counties
want
do
to
we
stitution? What things
Panama canal; the withdrawal of over
vegas' ' ' ' New Mexico
In a current bulletin of Hhe Agri- see our delegates write in the consti-- 71,000,000 acres of public domain in
,
of
cultural
Alvin
Colorado,
College
want
tution and what things do we
order to preserve for the public benew- - A. FLEMING JONES
comments
tax
the
Keysetupon
paid!
to see them keep out? And why? Are fit the valuable coal, timber land and
Bonds and Investments
by land owners who allow weeds to
the initiative and referendum desir water power sites.
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
His
deserve
grow.
suggestions
In respect to practical administraable? Should we have direct primarattention and merit such Judicial District of New Mexico.
ies? Should a prohibition plank be tion the Taft regime in Washington is thoughtful
as will lessen the weed Eastern and local bank references,
consideration
inserted in our organic law? How destined to attract more and more at-on farm and city property. He Las Cruces
growth
New Mexico
time
as
demonstrates the bene
should the grant of 1,000,000 acres of jtention
says:
land be administered? These are a fits and economies resulting from the
"Did you ever stop to think of the
R. W. WITTMAN
executive tax
few of the many questions that a reorganization in various
you are paying to keep up the
Draftsman
undertaken
and
departments
consider.
completclub
may profitably
political
weed crop? If the state should levy
ed lirtrtpr tho rliraitirxn rp
furnished of records on flit?
Again, and in the case of the club
tax 011 vour crol,s- - e3ual to 25 per in Copies
a
the U. S. Surveys General's Office
that will be organized tomorrow night, White HoSP nm,n.t nhi
cent Of the vnlne. vnn wmilri rohl
Santa
ostenand
Fe,
New Mexice
without
proceeded
......
quietly
;
is the Republican party better fitted
woman i
i" j ismruus muiguauoii.
.......
UUllC
wir.ru
iiuo
lilUlUlltill
it
to
make
Democratic
than the
party
you.' Yet a good many of us permit
Tt.ifl. .
i.t.T.
the constitution of the state of New !n "lul icnuti ivauie expedition, wnen a stand of 25 per cent of weeds to
one considers the tremendous inertia
Mexico? If so, why?
occupy our fields and think we are do- existing in Washina-tn."A club organized for the purpose of
The reorganization began in the de- - ing pretty good farming too.
U1
oiscusstng tnese ana Kinarea ques- partments of state and war under
".V Z '
a,,4";ul
tions will do much good. Moreover, Roosevelt administration when
if properly pushed it will arouse the taries Root, and Taft were at the helm.
illicit; mat weeu IHX is HOW j
"TnUMTlOTPna
"
u" ,BIUIU- Basket leaves Monday
interest of a large body of our citizens Useless tred tape was discarded and up-' Tuesday
moreTu" .flve n the water
draw
iThey
and tend to get them to perform their
business methods were inaug
Returns Thursday and Friday.
and
food
jsupply
than
plant
supply
duty by taking an active part in the urated. One illustration is the appar-j- ,
affairs of New Mexico during the next ent ease with whidh President Taft paying crops. Paying crops and weeds AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop
cannot, occupy land at the same time. Mrs.FO. BROWN
eighteen months. During the coming
Agent
paying crops and get
minimum
a
tariff
most
from
half
the
year and
important
Phone No. 23 Red
rather
than
taxes.
XXI
Pay
;prots
chapter of our entire history will be ments. Todav the TT.it.,
written. We should all do our part to pies the position of most favored n '
VUf, "per p0nM' the plant ,Sfood
3l"
tion
with every civilized country
see that it is written honestly and in
Another reorganization that ha
firm and legible hand."
Ser--f
-- ce comes when the tuUoT
Says the Tucson, Arizona, Citizen,
on the same subject:
1 : " "
ter arises. Weeds not only require
",J
nient. Th O n tim. lmroonoTantr hot?
.
,
, "UM,"W "no,more water but are able to get, it.
"It speaks well for good citizen- ,uTzru Bupijiam-etoy mociern
Dusiness
ship in Pima county that the young methods and today it is estimated that From 300 to 700 'pounds of water are
used in producing a pound of dry matmen of the several political parties the
efficiency in this department has ter in our
common crops. Weeds reelecin
the
are taking a lively interest
been increased at least T.O per cent,
even more. If it comes to a
tion of delegates to the constitutional
But the most striking illustration of quire
This is shown by the tihese reforms today is found in the contest as to which will get it, the
convention.
weeds win.
reorganization of the Youpg Men's Re- postofflce department. Since its foun-- j "It is estimated
from careful study'
publican and Democratic Clubs with dation this department has shown a that Colorado's
crop was reduced over
a view to effective participation in the deficiency, that apparently continued 25
per cent in value last year through
campaigns of their respective parties. to grow as the service was extended weeds alone.
"One of the most valuable achieve- from free city delivery to the' rural
"Reform t!he weed."
ments which history will place to the route system. Congress and the' adcredit of the Roosevelt, administration ministration met the people's de- GUARANTEE OF THE REPUBLIwas the interest its standard bearer mands for these improvements though
CAN PARTY TO THE PEOPLE
aroused among the young men of the they were made with the feeling that
OF NEW MEXICO.
the
would
expense
greatly exceed the) The pledging of all
country in the affairs of government.
delegates to the
Colonel Roosevelt tells this story income. But what of conditions in' constitutional
Do You Want a Crate?
elected
convention,
tnis
todav.
Postmaster
department
about his first attempt to 'break into'
General
. f,om the ranks of the Republican
Hitchcock
has
infmrinP,!
Leave your order with
his
Soon
aft,er
graduation vere
politics:
busines smethods in the place of party' t0 the adPtlon of a safe, sound ,'
he settled in New York City to pracus
this week.
u luuuaui,;lutt"J simpie constitu-- .
red tape with the result that the usual
tice law. He promptly told his friends
tlonwhich will guarantee and pre-- 1
he wished to join the Republican club postal deficit has been reduced about se,'v to all the
people of the proposed
$10,000,000.
he
estimates
Further,
shocked
were
of that district. They
new state a11 of their civiI. political
The longer you wait, the
in
that
the
next
can
he
a
effect
year
at the suggestion and hastened to tell
and
which
and
of
religious
rights,
$50,000,000 more, with the
saving
shall,
more chance you take,
him that the club was located on the
that within three years be sufficiently broad, expansive and
that you will pay more
east side and was frequented only by expectation
the department will be self sustaining. flexible to authorize and insure legis- a set of ward politicians who were inFrom this brief resume it appears lation necessary to secure the best
money, as prices will
terested in politics only for sordid tlhat the Republican
welfare
of
of
the
all
soon advance.
has
classes
made
people
party
reasons. 'They are not our kind,' they good in its pledges of
and and conditions.
economy
explained. This was hailed by young efficiency and the Taft administration
:
Roosevelt as the very reason why he will compare most favorably with any
Strawberries,
It seems that the Rosweli influence
and his friends should affiliate with ln the history of the country.
is again paramount with the Albuquer- Raspberries,
the club and lend a hand to raise the
que Journal. Since the latter has
Loganberries, .
standard of politics in their district.
It was a sweeping victory that taken up the
and Blackberries.
Hawkins law of
That Is just what he did and young President Taft won in his home state 1903 seeking to make it a lever with
Fresh Vegetables
men of both parties are today follow- yesterday. Not only did he route the which to embarress the
Republican
Daily.
ing his example- alj over this broad insurgents but also the machine which party, it may be of interest to recall
land.
he has been antagonizing for years, the vote by which this bill was nassed
"One of the most useless types of The President has put himself at the after it had been vetoed by Governor
citizen In any community is the man head of the people in their desire for M. A. Otero. Eleven of the twelve j
who straddles the political fence lest a square deal and neither party ma- - members of the Council voted for
it,
party affillatloaXmay Injure his busi- chinery nor party intrigue can swerve beginning with the first letter of the1
ness. His one purpose is to wring him from his attitude. President Taft alphabet:
Albright,
Andrews, and"!
from his fellow citizens every dollar is the leader in name as well as in down to Saturnino Pinard.
& COMPANY
Only one,
that he can and give nothing in re- fact of the Republican hosts and has member of the Council voted against
turn. He thinks to excuse himself for euuearea nimsen even to the oppos- - it and that was Hon. Charles A
shirking one of the responsibilities of ing party by his sincerity and stead- - Spiess, against whom the Journal's
for principle.
citizenship In ""republic, by pleading
tacks are directed.
j

J,

L, A, HUGHES,

i
.
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general banking business in ail its branches,
Loans money on the most favorable terms on all kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and selis bonds and
stocks in all markets for its customer. Buys and sells
domestic and foreign exchange and makss telegraphic transfer
cf money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
as are given by any money transacting agency public or
private... interest allowed on time deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, 'on six months' r years',, time!?. Liberal
advances made on consignments ef livestock "and products.
The bank executes all orders of its patrons in the banking line,
and aims to extend to them as liberal treatment in ail respects,
as is consistent with safety and the principles of seund bank-- cj
ing. Safety deposit boxes for real. The patronage of the
public is respecfully solicited.
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HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

One of the Best

Hotels

Cuisine and
Table Service

the West

in

Large Sample

Room for Com-

Unexcelled

mercial Travelers

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO
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WASHINGTON AVENUE
AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

.
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netor
Cammcdlous Sample Room
Long Distance Telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric

FIRST CLASS CAFE

Lighted, Every Room

IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

LAUNDRY

FrtESS THK BUTTON VK

DO

I

the'"

-

,T
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For Best Laundry Work

We Are

.
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-

to-da-
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L1
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CoTf

1st

1

1
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H

S. KflUNE

I

Now

..FULL COURSE MEALS FROM NOON ON.
'If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot

supper ready to eat and you will not have to
i
Our increasing patronage is the
wan.
we
.

Serving

I

.

pi uui Luttv

O.

j

j

GROCERS

'

BERRIES FOR

j

PRESERVING

j

i

....

merit, yours.

HERRERA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPEProprietor

RATES

$1.00 A DAY

AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

,

'

TBE RKST,

Gregg's Peerless Hotel
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA FE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hot and cold water ln
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best CAFE in
the City in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to
traveling
men, Give us a trial If you want first class service.
Corner of Water St,
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM. GREGG Prop.

NAVAJO, CHIMAYO

and BALLETA

j

;

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO STORE
301-30- 3

San Francisco St.
Open Until 8. p. m. '

-

d

i

il

H.S.KAUNE
PHONE 26

THESE PRICES TALK
CBIMAYO PILLOWTOPS, 50ceach .
X :'
75c
..
NATURAL WOOL
25c
WAR CLUBS
TOM TOMS
30c "
V
BOWS and ARROWS
I5c
65c per pound and up
NAVAJQ BLANKETS
:

CANDELARIO

The Curio Man.

At the Sign of the Old Cart.
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FISHIN'MR. SPORTvAN?

J. H. Thatcher, of Gallup, is visit-- j
ng friends in the city,
M. W. Chase, of San Antonio, Texas,
is here on business.
Thomas Lonj,', of Estancia, is at the
tome
you
A
Coronado hotel.
9
other
few
a
and
salestackle,
A. W. McDermid, a Denver
man, is at the Palace.
'
supplies. We've got 'em all, everything
i i M 'ii
,V'
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A. Dyer left
that vou need. Just call at our store and
last evening for California.
,
Miss Louise O. Russell, of Indianap-'olistalk to OUR MAN WHO KhOWS, he iil be glad to
is a tourist at the I'alace.
g else
tell you the best bait, the right flies, ard
George Walsh, a sightseer from
Colorado Springs is at the Claire.
you wish to know.
H. C. Ilfeld, a well Known business
COME IN AND GET ACman, is here from the Meadow City,
Mrs. H. A. McMahon and son are
QUAINTED WI'JU HIM
Colorado
from
here
IT WILL BE TO YOUR
sightseers
Springs.
ADVANTAGE.
i
Mrs. W. W. Taber, of Glorieta, is a
visitor in the city and is stopping j
at the Claire.
4
F. R. Bothwell, of the New Mexico;
J
Central railroad, was a visitor in Es- tancia on Tuesday.
If. 200 YEAR3. AGO one of your ancestors had banked only. 200 dollars
Mr. and Mrs. Steve Dominguez of(
at 5 per cent compound interest and you had that $200 and the interest, !his t ity have gone to Lajara, Colora-- j
each dollar bill were a link in a chain, that chain would reach from New :do. for a visit with friends.
Our Line is all new and complete in every
York to San Francisco V
Mrs. S. G. Cart wright is expected
'
home this week from the Valley
Money grows in our bank if you will let it.
dptail our assortment of flies is larger;
.
.
'
Make OUR Bank YOUR Bank.
i
Ranch, where she spent a fortnight,
and more complete, than ever
We pay liberal interest consistent with safety.
j
Saturnino Baca, secretary and treas-.- .
We have lines, rods, reels, baskets, and everything for his majesty, THE
urer of El Hispano Americano at
&
SPORTMAN; Come in and get next to our line and prices. Our prices are lower
Belen, Valencia county, is a business
visitor in the capital,
than ever before.
!
Mrs. S. Spitz and daughters May
and Florence, and son Bernard, arej
SURETY BONDS
INSURANCE
on the way to the Pacific coast, where
they will spend a season.
Among those who returned to Albu-querque last evening were: Colonel
W. S. Hopewell, Colonel E. W. Dob-- !
WE HAVE SOME EXCELLENT BARGAINS-IBOTH
son and Attorney M. E. Hickey.
IMPROVED AND UN IMPROVED RESIDENCE AND
Emil Albert, of Chicago; E. B. Pate,;
BUSINESS PROPERTY,
of Texas; W. G. Fellow, of New York,"
and R. H. Purcell, of Denver, are trav-- ,
Wholesale & Retail
Houses and Furnished Rooms fur Rent.
eling men registered at the Palace,
,
Dealers in
Bert Sloan, the assistant director of
tflie local weather bureau, and A. J.
See our attractive list before buying.
Fischer, are members of a party which
started yesterday for Lake Peaks to:
C- lip eone several days. They will hsn
Santa Fe, New Mexico
and camp out in an altitude of 12,4S0j different standpoints that we are not
REMEMBER THIS SIMPLE TEST
oing to have tor many years sucn an
feet.
era of railroad construction as we
the
of
of
Santa
Fe,
H.
on
or
full
"I.
For
call
Rapp,
particulars
119 San Francisco St.
Phone. Red Ho. 189
have enjoyed heretofore. The imaddress the above company
Rapp Brothers' firm of architects, left
provement which can come nearest
THE GREATEST ENEMY
yesterday for Trinidad and Santa Fe,
the place of railroads in the
taking
having spent four days here looking development of the country lying back
To CLoTHES .SATISafter the work on the two big build- from
is good public
railroads
existing
and
COTTON.
FACTION
ings for which his firm drew plans
highways. Illustrations of this you
has the supervision of construction." can
now see in many sections of the
BEEN
THE
COTTON HAS
Roswell Daily Record.
see many more eviA BOON TO HEALTHSEEKERS AND
will
and
country
Rev. Harmon P. Williams, who saw dences of it as different communities
CURSE OF THE CLOTHES
TO ALL DESIRING TO KEEP WELL
service in the Philippines and now begin to realize how hard it is for
BUSINESS FOR FIFTY
has a farm at Lumberton, Rio Arriba railroad builders to find new money
Better than a Tent, Elevated above the ground. Comfortable head
in
the
interested
county, and is also
YEARS. Bid AND LITto build new railroads into new counrest; protection from flies, etc., erected and lowered easily and rapidly
construction of the Xavajo river irri- tries.
TLE MANUFACTURERS
gation system, was in Santa Fe yesterOne instance I have in mind which
Mr.
to
on
his
Albuquerque.
BEEN UNABLE To
way
HAVE
Low
day
Price.
. Light Weight, Strong Construction;
illustrates the situation: In the counWilliams was census enumerator for ty in which San Antonio, Texas, is
RESIST THE TEMPTAthe Lumberton district.
We offer a SPECIAL SALE ON CHINA CLOSETS to make room for
located, there have not been any new
of
Grant
Doctor
McCurdy,
George
TION ToCHEAPEN THEIR
other furniture. Don't Miss it
railroads constructed for several years.
the eminent The splendid old German town of
New Haven,
Conii.,
BY CUNNING
OUTPUT
scientist, was an anival last evening, Fredericksburg, has had a purse of
The Wagner Furniture and Undertaking Establishment.
and will go out to the Rito de los
$100,000 hung up for a long time toj
to lecture to the summer session give to the first railroad that would j
'
COTTON PROVIDES
of the School of American Archaeol-- ; build into its thriving and rich counFe
in
was
Santa
Doctor
ogy.
McCurdy
EVEN THE
try, but no takers, although several
nine years ago and remarked at the have tried it and found it impossible to
DEALERS MAY BE VIC
evident signs of progress and im-- i finance even a short road between
TIMIZED BY THE FRAUD
provement since then. He found San-- j San Antonio and Fredericksburg. The
ta Fe the coolest spot he had struck people of that town are now turning
GREAT PERFECTION HAS BEEN REACHED IN
on his long trip from the east.
their attention to the next
which is to build a ihighway over
THE COTTON IMITATION.
BETTER ROADS NATION'S NEED. which their products and their comTHERE ARE TWO WAYS OF GETTING ALL
merce can be handled most economicconvey
ally and their automobiles
(Continued from Page One.)
PURE WooL. LooK FOR OUR LABEL. WE
passengers more promptly. This is
AGREE TO FORFEIT A DOLLAR A THREAD
j millions
instead of thousands. The only one of the many instances
asstill
FOR EVERY COTTON THREAD FoUND IN OUR
we
the
country,
behind
throughout
tartf j advocates of better roads are
ROYAL SAMPLES.
the times and will have to spend mon-le- have many towns more than 50 miles
a railroad.
by the millions to catch up, and from
NO ONE HAS EVER DARED MAKE SUCH A
With a good road a farmer who lives
bene-- I
and
are
to
who
the
enjoy
people
V"'
is
15
station
a
miles
from
THE ROYAL
OR PROPOSITION.
STATEMENT
shipping
be
should
fit by these improvements
DON'T HESITATE TO CALL
IN
educated to understand what good better off than one who lives 5 miles
IT
YOUR BUILDINGS
MAKE
ADVERTISING
THEIR
TAILORS
On us for information if you are in roads mean to them and what they with a poor road. The man with a
IN ALL AMERICA.
can be better equipped by us in the doubt as to the value of some toilet
good road, with the distance against
will cost.
and
matter of
soap, complexion cream, talcum or
THE OTHER TEST IS THE WELL KNOWN
The agricultural people of the coun- him, can make his trips quicker
or any other toilet ac- try are beginning to realize their own can carry from two to three times as
tooth
powder
BLINDS
AND
CAUSTIC SODA TEST. NO OTHER TAILORS
SASH, DOORS
We'll give it gladly and situation. They are commencing seri- much on his wagon, and more importcessory.
IN ALL AMERICA WILL EVEN DISCUSS THE
he can depend upon his road and
than by any other firm, and at a bet- honestly.
ously to study economic questions. ant,
while
in
the
year,
every day
TEST.
ter price too. Our goods will always
They are beginning to figure their bridges
SOME SIMPLE MEDICINES
the man who encounters swollen
asWhen
as
worth
your
time
money.
Our
as
be found exactly
represented.
streams and
roads often
WE NOT ONLY DISCUSS IT BUT WELCOME IT.
Like
Aromatic Spirits sociation places the facts before the loses his bestimpassable
his
and
market
vegeWho
reliability at all times is the founda- of Jamaica Ginger,
million
six
owners
of the
farms,
TO
PRICES FROM
Ammonia, Cathartics, etc., should
tables decay upon his hands.
tion of our reputation. A large stock
form a part of your vacation outfit To represent, according to government
hundred
We
one
have two million
on hand. We would be pleased to get
statistics, including their families,
get the best, get them here.
IN.
thousand miles of public roads. From
d
our
and
of
population,
nearly
you order.
there
information
obtainable
the
best
STR1PL1NG-BIM0W& Company.
roads
to
S
realize
what
then
good
gets
mean to them, we will then have good are about 44,000 miles, or 2 miles out
Where your dollar buys the most.
roads. They will vote for men as of each 100, under a high standard of
There are not more
public servants who will encourage improvement.
and vote to help along the work of than 175,000 miles, or eight miles out
PANSY PLANTS NOW.
Imgetting good roads. The duty of the of each 100, under any kind of
CUT
FLOWERS, WEDDING
National Good Roads Association is provement. In other words, we have
which
of
roads
fumiles
to
1,925,000
the
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL
public
of greater importance today
now
condition
as
in
as
are
ture
DESIGNS.
has
it
of
the
than
poor
they
BOYLE
R
V.
country
growth
Mgr.
EXPERT EMBALMERS and FUNERAL DIRECTORS
ever been before.
were when they were laid out by our
ARK SELLING OUT!
CL&REKDON
YARDS
POULTRY
New
Guaranteed
Satisfaction
It is to good roads that this country early settlers and pioneers.
Everything
FRESH LAID EGGS every "day
and
on all Work.
must look largely for its future growth
The last Congress appropriated
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rocks and White Wyandottes. Chickens
and development.
are yarded In the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wholesome food
dollars for river and harbor
Prices Right.
Service Prompt; Day or Night.
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine polsonlnf 4
The railroad business of the counEGGS FOR HATCHING.
try has been attacked from so many
(Continued on Pae Eigkt- j

Use the

j
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rout.
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erjthir

His Time is Yours

,

Lvy-y-ri,

LITTLE CrNEASYwtfy
NO 'BANK ACCOUNT?
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j

j
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j

UNITED STATES BANK

TRUST CO.

j

j

REAL ESTATE

Notice our

Take a little vacation next Sunday and
take up the' Isaac Walton Fever.

1

Windows

SANTA PE HARDWARE & SUPPLY CO.
Everything in Hardware.

j

j

O

WATSON & COMPANY

ENTERPRISE

TENT COT

SJbSTT)TES

Fri-jole-

THAT

HONEST

best-thing-

CM

til Z

,

-

y

j

j

$16.00

W.

one-thir-

Charles W. Dudrow

40.00.

TOWNSEND & CO.

;

CLARENDON
GARDEN

The Wagner Undertaking Establishment.
Up-To-Da- te.

$52,-000,0-

PAY
and

NO eAT
We aie

24 Hour Electric

ervice

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

eats

for Electric Irons, Broilers,
Cleaners and Wash Tubs.

Santa Fe Water

AND

See
- ff and
them in

VU

Light Company

DAY

and

NIGHT

tTAt:
UpCta
UU
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INTEREST ON MUNICIPAL
DEBT IS INCREASING.

StT Louis
Rocky ML &
Pacific

r

Washington Pays 3.2 Per Cent, While
Denver's Rate is 5.5 and Birmingham 5.6.

Company.

Railway

fw

Washington, D. C, July 28. The
rates of interest cities are paying ou
their outstanding debt obligations are
steadily lising, it is pointed out in the
census bureau's annual report or 1908
In effect March 1st 1910
(Read Down)
(Ileatl I' pi
on the statistics of the 158 cities in
2
19
21
20
22
STATIONS
Miles
the United States which had each an
:L
5 00
0
i'W
les Moines. N. M...Ar.
estimated population of 30,000 and
f 4 15
16
f 8 20
Cnpulin
If 4 05
f 8 35
20
Viuil
ui.uts in
if 8 50
25
if 3 45
Thompson
The report states that the rate for
31
'f 9 10
f 3 25
CiiiinuiKhiiiii
42
9 35
55
Ar (Clifton House X. M I.v',.
all the cities combined was 3.85 per
2 30
.. Hilton, X. M
A.v. 12 00
3 55
0
10 00
'l.v
cent in 1006, 3.S9 per cent in 1907, and
2 50
A Clifton House, N. M..I,vi 11 37
I
9 40
4J2 J
3.92 per cent in 1908.
For cities of
4 12
42
l.v. Ollfton House N' M.Ar 11 37
4 30
11 20
48
Sl'reston.
300,000 population and over the rate
4 50
I.V 11 00
Ar
00
5 10
I.v
for 190(1 was 3.C8 per cent, for 1907 it
2
5 00"
Koeuler.
io si
was 3.75 per cent, and for 1908 it
jjj
68
5 50
Colfax
tin io
was 3.79 per cent,
76
9 42
6
Cnrrososo
I.v1
82
9 25
6 35
11
Ar
(Jiniarrou
The highest average rates of inte82
8 55
JO
Ar
l.v
Cimarron
rest for cities of different sizes were:
86
f8 47
Nash
H 08
f7 18
f8 37
88
9
Harlan
300,000 population and over, San Fran-- j
94
8 20
7 35
Ute Park. N.M...LV
Ar
Cisco, 4.5 per cent; 100,000 to 300,000,
5.5 per cent; 50,000 to 100,000,
(Connects with K. P. S. VV. Ry, train Xo. 124 arriving In Dawson, N,M.ai6:15p. m, Denver,
5.0 per cent; 30,000 to 50,000,
tOonnects with K.P. AS, W. Ry, train No. 123 leaving Dawson N, M. at 9:55a. m.
Tacoma,
SStage for Van Houten N, M. meets trains at Preston N. M.
Birmingham, 5.G per cent.
O. AS. Passenger trains arrive and depart from DeMolnes as follow:
SOUTHBOUND
NORTH HOUND:
lowest rates
The corresponding
No. 1, 4.48 a. ni.
No, 8. 10.44 a. m.

PASSENGER SCHEDULE

THURSDAY, JULY 28, 1910.
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Every
ciear store is a
lighting place for the
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IAnl1lai-ri,nti.,-

i.
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.

'

i,
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j

j
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I

No. 7.6

49

p. m.

No, 2.

11.11 p, m.'.

S. F. Ry.at Raton and Preston with C,
S. Ry. at
Track connection with A. T.
Des Moines K P, S. W. Ry. at Colfax, N M, and Cimarron dt Northwestern at
or
M.
N,
is
which
station
Ocate, Miami, Rayado
Cimarron.
following
depot
and Red Lakes, N. M.
Ute Park. N. M. is depot forthe following stations In N. M Arroyo Seeo, Aurora,
Baldy Black Lakes. Cerro, Klizabethtowu. Lobo, Questa, Ranclios de Taos. Red
River City. Talpa, Taos and Twining.
l)aily. fFlag, tlHiily except Sunday
F. M WILLIAMS,
J. VAN HOUTEN,
E. J. DEDMAN,
G. P. Agent,
&
G.
V.
P.
M.,
Superintendent,
Raton. N. M.
Raton, N. M.
Raton, N. f

Ma

ASK FOR TICKETS

SHIP YOUR FREIGHT

The Best Route

-

System

East or West

A

30,-00-

I

For Rates and full information address

EUGENE A. FOX,

IG.F.&p.

njrwi

Now made in two siiapes
The Perlecto you know
The Corona is new, s'

3

From Santa Feto El Paso, Bisbee,
Douglas, and all Points in New
Mexico, Arizona, Mexico and to the
Pacific Coast, via NEW MEXICO
CENTRAL to Torrance, Thence

El Paso & Southwestern

You see it in more instances
and in more cases than any
There's a merit
other.
reason behind "three mil- - i
lions a week" and it's a
strong one. Better than
ever and better forever.

were:
300,000 population and over,
Washington, D. C, 3.2 per cent; 100,-00- 0
4
to 300,000, Providence, Rochester
and Hartford, 3.6 per cent; 50,000 to
100,000, Springfield, Mass., Harrisburg
and Holyoke, 3.S per cent; and 30,000
,
to 50,000, Elmira, 3.6 per cent.
The preceding rates are paid by
'
i
the cities on the face value of their
outstanding debt obligations, and do
not in any accurate manner measure
the actual rate of interest that cities
have to pay on their loans at the present time.
Net Interest Rates.
A new feature of the report is a
table showing the net or actual rates
of interst that cities had to pay for
the use of money on their funded deot
or long-terbonds issued during the
fiscal year 190S. These rates have
been computed from bond tables in a
method familiar to all bankers, consideration being taken of the premiums
or discounts received or paid by the
cities and of the length of time that
the bonds have to run. During the
0
year 127 of the 158 cities of over
population sold to the public $187,- 083,286 bonds, on which they received
$5,325,651 in premiums and paid $484,-- 1
456 in discounts.
Only 11 cities are
reported as having sold bonds at a dis- count, most of these being in the
ROTHENBERG & SCHLOSS, DISTRIBUTORS, DENVER, COLORADO.
I
southern states. The net rates, as
from the bond tables, dif-I fer materially for many cities from to the
as, and Messrs. J. Y. Robertson and C.
public. Baltimore also borrow- DEMING JAIL IS RELIEVED
F.
rates
CHINAMEN.
borne
the average
Freeman, of Dallas, Texas, are prosOF SIX
by the total
from its funds at a net interest
j amount of funded debt outstanding at ed
pecting in the vicinity of Deming.
rate of 3.65 per cent compared with a
B .Brown, of Aransas Pass, Texas, is
the close of the year for those cities. rate of 3.91 per cent paid to the public. Personal News Items From the Windin Deming looking for a location.
Thus the average rate borne by the The net rates paid city funds in the
mill City, the County Seat of
Luna County.
outstanding bonds of Seattle is 4.5 per cities of Ohio and Massachusetts were
A failing tiny nerve no larger than
cent, but during the year 1908 that considerably higher than those paid
Deming, N. M., July 28. Rev. J.
city sold to the public $1,000,000 bonds to the public.
Rush Goodloe and family have gone the finest silken thread takes from
to run for twenty years at a net rate
The cities with the largest per cap- to the Mimbres Hot Springs for a the Heart its impulse, its power, its
of 3.87 per cent. The average rate ita payments of interest on city debt short stay.
reguarity. The Stomach also has its
or inside nerve. It was Dr.
borne by the outstanding bonds of the are: Boston, $6.67; New York City,
H. G. Bush returned last night from hidden,
who
first told us it was wrong
city of New York is 3.6 per cent, but $6.36; Pueblo, $5.31;
Shoop
Montgomery, a business trip to El Paso.
to drug a weak or failing Stomach,
during the year New York City sold to $1.97; and Cincinnati, $4.76.
W. R. Brown, general freight agent Heart or
the public $66,000,000 of bonds on
Kidneys. His prescription
of the Santa Fe is in Deming today Dr. Shoop's Restorative is directed
which it will pay until maturity a net
A book on Rheumatism, by Dr. on business.
rate of 4.19 per cent.
straight for the cause of these ailShoop, of Racine, Wis., tells some
Mrs. J. T. Stevens, who has been ments these weak and faltering inCredit Rating of the Cities.
plain truths, and in a plain and pracAs indicated by the net interest
visiting her daughter for the past two side nerves. This, no doubt clearly
tical
way. Get this booklet, and a
weeks, returned today to her home in explains why the Restorative has of
rate column, the cities of over 30,000 free trial treatment of Dr.
Shoop's
late grown so rapidly n popularity.
population with the best credit rating Rheumatic Remedy for some dis- Gage.
Navajoe Bill came back from the Druggists say that those who test the
were: Detroit, 3.37 per cent; Boston,
in
sufferer
heartened
your vicinity. Mimbres Hot
3.64 per cent; and Philadelphia, 3.79
Springs and Faywood Restroative even for a few days soon
Make a grateful and appreciative
cent.
very much improved in health. become fully convinced of its won2er-fu- l
from
The cities of
100,000
today
per
one
some
is
who
fried of
discouraged
R. H. Case went to El Paso today
to 300,000, wth a high credit rating
merit.
Anyway, don't drug the
because of the failure of others to on business.
3.49
were: Indianapolis,
organ. Treating the cause of sickness
per cent; help him. Hel" me to make this test,
F. E. Barb and wife passed through is tha only sensible and successful
Cambridge, 3.56 per cent; Worcester, and I'll certainly
help your suffering Deming today going to their future
Co.
3.69 per cent; and Fall River, 3.79 per friend.
way. Sold by Stripling-Burrow- s
Stripling-Burrow- s
Co.
home in Arizona.
cent. Cities of less than 100,000 popu- If you are in neeft of anything, try
Six Chinamen were taken from the
lation with a high credit rating were:
a
New Mexican Wrant Ad.
county jail today where they have
Somerville, 3.59 per cent; Lawrence,
been since their deportation was or3.61 per cent; Taunton, s.bz per cent;
dered, and sent to San Francisco from CHEAP
Salem, 3.67 per cent; Holyoke, 3.72
ROUND TRIP
Palace.
which point they will be shipped to
per cent; Birmingham, 3.72 per cent;
AlA. W. Dermid, Denver; Emil
China.
and Brockton and Newton, each 3 73
RATES
A. J. Clark returned yesterday from
bert, Chicago; E. B. Pate, Texas; Harper cent.
Cities of over 300,000 with the high- - riet Buchtel Saxe, Albuquerque; M. California, where he has been spendTO ALL POINTS VIA
est average net rates were: San Fran-- j W. Chase, San Antonio; Mrs. H. A. ing his vacation.
here
McMahon
is
Colorado
M.
El
of
and
Paso,
E.
son,
York
New
Hilburn,
and
Springs;
4.30
cisco,
per cent;
City, 4.19 per cent. Cities of from Louise O. Russell, Indianapolis; G. G. superintending the installation of the
G
100,000 to 300,000 population with the MacCurdy, New Haven, Conn.; L. H. lumber yard of Long Lumber ComG.
S.
avenue.
San
Silver
on
Francisco;
pany
highest net rates were: Los Angeles, Finnebaugh,
Frank Weaver leaves tomorrow for
4.49 per cent; Memphis, 4.34 per cent; Worden, Ney York City; J. H. ThatchEffective June 2nd, 1910
and Jersey City and Omaha, 4.27 per er, Gallup; W. G. Fellows, New York Hardin, Colo. He will make the trip
ATLANTIC CITY $74.05
cent. Cities of under 100,000 popula- City; R. H. Purcell, Denver; N. G. across the country in a wagon.
O.
H. Cooper, of Louisville, Ky., ASBURY PARK
tion vhich had to pay the highest Gallagher, Chicago.
$73.70
after prospecting in the valley for a
Claire,
rates for the use of money were : Lit- - '
W.
M.
A.
Mrs.
home
few days, returned
McDermit, Denver;
yesterday. BOSTON
I tie Rock, 5.28 per cent; Knoxville, 5.04
$77.95
Richard Rogers has gone to El Paso
per cent; Mobile, 5.02 per cent; San W. Taber, W. G. Taber, Glorieta; E. G.
CHICAGO
on
business.
$50.35
Antonio, Birmingham and Springfield, Mustang, El Paso.
Dr. M. J. Horan returned today from
Gregg's.
111., 5 per cent; Bay City, 4.96 per
$60.35
H. C. Ilfeld, Las Vegas; C. S. an extensive trip in northern New DETROIT
cent; and Wichita, 4.71 per cent.
AlA.
W.
Mexico
and
Colorado.
Differ.
Omaha;
Mooney,
Terms
Weinberg,
HOT SPRINGS
Why Credit
$44.60
William Rutherford went to El Paso
It is seen that Detroit, Indianapolis, buquerque; W. W. Wagner, J. H.
on
business.
CITY
KANSAS
Walsh,
Westbrook,
George
Massachusetts
Mcintosh;
cities
today
and most of the
$35.35
Mrs. Frank Thurmond And Miss
can borrow money on extremely favor- Colorado Springs; P. J. Powers, El
Stecker leaves shortly for Leland ST. LOUIS
$44.35
able terms, while most of the south- Paso.
Coronado.
Stanford University in which institu- NEW YORK
ern cities, New York City, and others
$75.15
L. J. Naranjo, Espanola; Thomas tion she will spend the next school
have to pay materially higher rates.
The length of time that bonds have to Long, Estancia; L. E. Weaver and year.
12 Hour
F. H. Hartzog, of Whitewright, Tex
run has some effect upon the rates of Harold Towles, City.
DAYLIGHT TRAINS
interest that cities have to pay for the
use of money.
BETWEEN
Among other factors that determine
that rate may be mentioned a small
net debt. Detroit had the smallest
&
per capita net debt of any city of over
300,000 in habitants, and Indianapolis
A LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.
had the smallest of cities of from 100,-00- 0
Train Leaves Santa Fe 7:30
Each ot
to 300,000 population.
No woman who bears children need suffer during the period
a. m. Daily.
these cities sold their bonds on the of waiting, nor at the time of baby's coming, if Mother's
most favorable terms of any cities of Friend is used as a
tendons
for
the
and
massage
muscles,
glands
For information regarding freight
their respective groups.
of the body. Mother's Friend is a penetrating, healthful lini
The table also shows the net rate
and passenger rates etc. call
ment which strengthens the ligaments, lubricates and renders pliant those
of interst that cities pay upon their
on
which
the
is
muscles
strain
of
breasts
the
prevents
greatest,
caking
by keeplong-terbonds sold to their sinking
at city office, Laughlin Block
the ducts open, and relieves nausea, backache, numbness, nervousness, etc.
and other city funds. New York City ing
use
will
of
the
for
prepare every portion
the safety of both
system
or Phone 145.
sold to Its funds during the year more Its regular
and child and greatly reduce the pain and danger when the little one
than $17,000,00.0 bonds on which it will mother
comes. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores. Write for our free book, which
pay a net interest rate of 3.01 per cent
L. H. GIBSON,
valuable information for expectant mothers.
until maturity, this rate comparing contains
!
4.19
rate
BRADFIELD
of
THE
net
cent
per
a
with
paid
CO., ATLANTA, OA.
City Frt.& Pass. Agt.
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SUMMER
rTOURIST
RATES

j
i
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ALL POINTS EAST & WEST

j

j
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Liberal Limits and Stopovers

TICKETS AND RESERVATIONS
CITY OFFICE IN

.VV-p'NEW
h

AT

MEXICAN BLDQ.

i?C"

Or Union Depot.

HOTEL

j

ARRIVALS

j

lew

Mexico

antral

j

j

LIVERY STABLE
Fin Rigs, Reliable Horses, Single

Buggies, Surries, Saddle Horses

Call up 'Phone 9
When in Need of Anything in the
Livery Line. Drivers Furnished
RATES RIGHT.
Don Caspar Avenue

CHAS. CLOSS

Summer Resorts
YOQ KNOW That Ojo Caliente Waters ARE BE3T;
it is just the time to take a little vacation. Why not go
up there while it is cool? REMEMBER "What cures

For rates, address. Manager.
OJO CALIENTE HOT SPRINGS, New Mexico.
will prevent"

Santa Fe

El Paso
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"Miss Vaile! Oh, Hiram!" Angen- tte reproached him, holding out her
hand. They looked into each other's

I

FRATERNAL

!

'es and Angenette smiled.
"How did you know me?" he asked.
"Ui y, should have known you any-

SOCIETIES.

MASONIC.

WAHTS

1

On Tuesday evening, Ralph C. Ely,

the

silver-tongue-

d

orator of the

iofelrV4J!!!IMilBSAn

1

By

Mini-bre-

made a rousing campaign address to the Republicans at Roswell.

CARL JENKINS

Indian school
With a pleasant whirring of wheels
enrolled 352 pupils and had an av
an occasional deep note from the
and
At the Democratic
301.3.
The
nine
meeting at Al- erage attendance of
the
red mo,nr flipped along
buquerque on Wednesday evening,
day schools under the supervision of"5'1'to Congress H. B. Ferguson Superintendent Perry had an enroll- the country roads, through startled vil
made the address to the Unterrified.
ment of 464 with an average attend- lags streets, over bridge?, past farmwere
ance of 295. The total number of pu- houses whose front windows chauffilled with curious faces. The
in
the Albuquerque
Tonight the Republicans
of East pils enrolled
Las Vegas will meet to organize a Re- boarding school and the nine day feur knew his business and his machine. It obeyed his skilled touch like
publican club. The club will start schools is 816.
a
No horse
the Albuquerque

30,

-

where." .She spoke almost gayly and
her u.o'her stared at her a little.
her
remembered
:i.i:t!:i r. "Mamma, this is Hiram An-'!,"
said. "You see," hurriedly,
try it, e h draw his attention from her
tiic't'-r'frigid maniKT. "our car has
broke,-- down.
r
Poor Le Fergie is
it. trying to see if it will ever go
ag.iin."
" don't know
much about cars." the
young man said, "but I have heard
tli'y were very erratic in behavior.
even more so than horses."
He
stroked the velvet nose nearest him.
"1 never saw these horses
before,"
Angenette said. "Where are the old
prays?"
"Oh." he laughed. "I gave them a
life leiise of the stable and pasture.
They've served their time."
The girl gave hiin an understanding
!'

20 YEARS AGO TODAY

Ax-tell- 's

1

Mex-Leagu-

Anti-saloo-

n

"No-Drip-

THE FORUM.

I

,

"No-Drip-

j

I

T

Santa Fe Lodge or Perfection No. 1
degree. Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meet
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
14th

1-- 2

1--

4

1--

1-- 4

1--

1--

1--

1-- 4

1-- 2

1--

1--

1-- 4

1-- 4

1-- 4

LOST Slick pin .shape of dime with
lady's head on it, set with four chip
diamonds.
One diamond out of setting. Finder return to New Mexican.
CIGAR SALESMAN WANTED Experience unnecessary. Sell our brands
to the rettall trade. Big pay. Write
for full particulars at once. Globe
Cigar Co., Cleveland, O.

Secretary.

FOR SALE Drug business with
two stores in Arizona; inventory $20,-00B. P. O. C.
Reason for selling owner in ChiSanta Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.,
Fred W. Ritzmann,
cago. Bargain.
holds its regular session on the sec- 301 Ashland
Block, Chicago, 111.
ond and fourth Wednesday of each
month. Visiting brothers are invited
There is nothing better than ComA. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
mercial
Fertilizer for renovating your
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
lawns, shrubbery, flowers, etc. FreshSecretary.
en up for the Statehood Convention.
Manufactured and sold by E. AnKnights of Pythias.
drews,
City.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights o!
Pythias. Regular meeting 1st and 3d
TYPEWRITERS
Tuesdays in month at 8 o'clock In I
O. 0. F. hall, San Francisco St. Visit- Cleaned,
adjusted and repaired. New
ing Knight's invited to attend.
platents furnished. Ribbons and supAUGU8T REINGARDT C. C.
plies. Typewriters sold, exchanged
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
and rented. Standard makes handled.
All repair work and typewriters guarNotice for Publication.
anteed.
Santa Fe Typewriter Ex(0688S, Not Coal.)
change. Phone Black 231.
Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M. to establish claim to the land above
June 22, 1910.
described, before Register and ReNotice is hereby given that Jose ceiver, U. S. Land Office, at Santa Fe,
Alires. of Lamy, N. M., who, on July N. M., on the 18th day of August, 1910.
21, 19U5, made homestead entryf se
Claimant names as witnesses:
rial 068S8), No. 8416, for E
Alberto Sanchez, Jose Dolores SanSW
and lot 4, Sec. 7, and Lot 1. Sec- chez, Juan Sanchez and Francisco
tion 18, Township 14 N., Range 10 E. Analla, all of Lamy, N. M.
N. M. P. Meridian, has filed notice of
MANUEL R. OTERO,
Intention to make final five year proof
Register.
1-- 2
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THE NEAL IS THE ONLY CURE
For the Drink Habit
An

internal treatment, no hypodermic injections with a bond atd
contract to cure you, perfectly in Three Days. The Neal
Institute provides the comforts of.a refiDed home
for all patients. The treatment is sent to
the home ef those unable to go to
the Institute.

THE NEAL INSTITUTE

'

I

WANTED
Office
desk; state
whether roll or flat top. dimensions

and price. P. O. liox 242.
WANTED By American, board and
at 7 Qn .. m
lodging, or either, with private family;
where Spanish is spoken. State locaH. H. DORMAN,
aad price. I. O. Box 212.
Acting Master tion
" "
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.
Ft RXI SH ED ROOM Modern con"-v-i
nienees.
Laly only. Apply New
Santa Fe Chapter No. L Mexican.
R. A. M.
Regular con- G I RL 'A XTED lor '""general house"
vocation second Monday ol work. Apply Mrs. .Lis. L.
Seligman.
each month at Masonic mornings.
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P.
FOR SALE Splendid upright Price
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
& Steeple piano.
Will sell for claim
and
of
costs
court.
See Dunlavy, room
- .....
..
.
r
oauia re uiuiuauuei io. l'.i, Catron Block.
Tl
tr
i
iourtn Monday in each
FOR SALE Lands irrigated by ihe
month at Masonic Hall at Santa Fe
Irrigation and Improvement
7:30 p. m.
Co., maps and prices at Charles E.
J. A. MASSIE. E. C.
Michael, Real Estate.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.

t

un-!e-

living thing.
perfectly
broken to whip and rein could have
been more responsive.
"Direct Legislation" will be the
Angenette sat in her place looking
From
New
Mexican
the
this
date
of
subject of an address by Congressman
listlessly at the changing effect of Oc1890.
James T. Lloyd, of Missouri, tonight
Governor Prince has been elected a tober sky, fields, shrunken trees and
at a Democratic gathering at Albuopaque water that spun by like
corresponding member of the Nation- coldly
querque.
a monotonous succession of moving
headal
whose
Geographic society,
"Willard Belknap, Naravisa, will be
pictures Beside her sat her mother.
one of the Republican candidates In quarters are at Washington.
Angenette was conscious of that gen look.
The guards at Fort Marcy had a erous
Quay county for the constitutional
airs.
aile moved forward.
nose, the
"Can't
profile the high
convention. He would make a strong lively chase across lots after a deserter plump cheeks, the comfortable
chin you do anything with the machine.
run and would be a pillar of strength this morning. He was finally located snuggling within the sable collar. Yet Le Fergie?" she demanded, impabeneath a mow of alfalfa in Judge
in the convention.
here, as elsewhere, she felt the same tiently.
barr hauled out and marched sense of remoteness, of withdrawal
"The county convention of Socialists
"Madam, I don't know. I'm doing
from her mother.
worked most of Saturday on their to the guard house.
my best; hut there's something here
The girl drew a deep breath and I can't seem to remedy just yet. If
The newspapers of New Mexico who
platform and did not entirely finish
their big task. Consequently the con-- j are doins yeoman work building up her hands closed more tightly upon you will wait a little longer" His
vention did not get to the naming of ew Mexico, must be recognized. Of each other within her capacious muff. voice ended in a violent sneeze.
Mrs. Vaile ignored the sneeze.
candidates to the constitutional con-- 1 course we mean the decent and in- She was thinking of past things of
"It's too cold for us to wait, she
vention. Adjournment was taken un-- spectable papers, and fortunately for the year abroad and the time before
til Tuesday, tomorrow, when both of ew Mexico there are a good many of that when she had been happy, and 6aid. "My feet are numb. We'll take
these tasks are to be finished." Ros-- ; them. To be sure there are three or engaged to the one man seemingly our death of cold, Angenette. Night's
coming on and I want my dinner. We
well Daily Record.
jfour blackmailing sheets all claiming most suitable for her to marry.
should have been nearly home by
to
"You
take
do
than
can't
better
a
Anti-of
at
the
j to be Democratic, in
New Mexico,
"Yesterday
meeting
Saloon League a proposition was sub- - much to the disgrace of the territory him." her mother had urged. An- this time."
'
"I'm sure Le Fergie is doing all he
mitted by the 'Reform Republicans' an(1 t0 the people who support them, genette had agreed. She was fascinated by the idea of his money and can, mamma," soothed Angenette.
with
the But in general the papers of New
sugesting an alliance
The Record is informed that cn deserve more and better recogni- - his family and his manner. She had "I'm sure you're cold and hungry."
Hiram spoke eagerly, "I can tell yon
the proposition would bind down the tion than they get from either party, been taught that money and manner
and family were the first essentials in what to do. Let me take
you home
Republicans to support prohibition in and propose to have such recognition.
aside with me My old
will
the constitutional convention and Just remember this, Messrs. leaders of life. So she deliberately put sentihousekeeper
every contrary inclination and
get you up some kind of fare. And
would give the Republicans two dele- the
New
in
Mexico,
Republican
in
was
love
she
ment.
She
believed
parties
the man can follow with the machine
gates from the county and the
as well as Democratic.
with him. Certainly she was very as soon as he gets it
two.
going. If he
So
we
as
are
far
League
proud to be chosen by him. Then sud- can't fix it he can step over to the
informed no definite answer was giv"No-i denly he had gone away and there had house there on
Any lady can get a silvered
the ridge and 'phone
en the Republicans."
Roswell Daily
Coffee Strainer by writing Dr. come back from him a letter saying me and I'll come down with the
Drip"
Record.
a
mistake
hat he had made
they mules."
Shoop, Racine, Wis. Send no money.
"
Coupon were not suited to each other rnd he
Mrs Vaile began to wake up.
Simply ask for the
wished to have the engagement can"Thank you. Hiram," she said. "I'm
privilege, giving your name and ad-- !
dress. Dr. Shoop will also send free celed. She canceled it, of course, and sure we shall be very glad to accept,
some sleepless nights and
his new and very interesting little .then after
your invitation,
bhan't we AngeBASEBALL SITUATION IN SANTA 'hnntr Hesnrihinc Dr Shoon's Health terrible days her mother snatched her nette? Just let me
speak to Le Feto Europe. Yet all she could
FE.
Coffee. Health Coffee is such a close away
rgie"
had
she
was
of
that
Paris
The city of Santa Fe has at this imitation of real
Hiram was shifting the robes when
Coffee, that it resome gowns in the Rue de !a
time two extraordinary good teams,
she returned. He helped her in and
to
an
tell the difference. bought
expert
quires
looked
had
she
of
that
and
Paix,
Italy
and between which there is a great And neither is there a grain of real
Angenette after her, then entered himdeal of rivalry; the supporters and coffee in it. Made from pure toasted one sunset time at the Campagna self, apologizing for
having to crowd
of London
and
tearful
eyes,
through
backers of each aggregation contendmalt and nuts, us navor ana that she had seen walking in the them in order to drive.
grains,
ing that the team he is backing and taste ig exceedingly gratifying. No Strand a man who looked like him.
"Pray don't mention it," said Mrs.
boosting for, is the real article, the tedious boiling either. "Made in a
in her best manner.
Vaile
in
the
back
was
Now she
coming
real thing.
toWrite
Hiram
Dr.
drove rapidly back along the
Shoop.
minute," says
new red car her mother had ordered
The ordinary fan in Santa Fe wants
Cou"
familiar road until he
Increasingly
for the book and
car
was
The
went
day
before
away.
they
to see harmony, and but one first class
old house
Sold by Frank Andrews.
made to distract her came to the comfortable
pon.
another
offering
team in the field to represent the Anfrom her humiliation and grief. As if which had come to him from his facients at the tournament to be held at
NOTICE.
she were a child to have her crying ther a good enough home for anyAlbuquerque during the fair, and as a To Any Qualified School Teachers:
spell stopped by new toys! She re- body, Angenette thought, as she rein
suggestion, in order to determine the
directors
school
membered when, to be sailing through called Hiram's old dream of having
The undersigned
merits as to which players shall rep- and for School District No. 17 of ;the country like this would have her share it with him and her gentle
resent Santa Fe, would it not be a Tierra Amarilla, N. M., desire to re 'seemed joy enough for a lifetime, but scorn of him and bis aspirations.
good idea for the two teams to get ceive annlications from school teach- - now she only realized shrinkingly Lights yellowed the windows and detogether and arrange say a series of ers 0f both sexes, to teach the next that she was going home back to the licious supper odors greeted them as
old housekeeper opened the door
five or seven games; batting averages term of
Wic scnool in the above place where she had experienced the the
of the individual players of both of mentioned district, persons who can greatest joy and the greatest disap- for them.
She took them up to the best chamthese teams to be kept and of the read, write and speak both Englisn pointment of her life.
players in their different positions, of and Spanish languages preferred;
"Angenette," said her mother, bend- ber and made a fire for them and
chances accepted, errors, and in fact
toward her, "do you see? We are brought them hot water and an armgood salaries will be paid to the right ing
ful of fragrant linen towel3. And
a summary of their general fielding persons.
getting near home."
when they had bathed their faces and
nodded.
Salmember
of
if
a
the
and
Angenette
averages,
We have large, well ventilated and
their hair they came down to
tidied
time,"
are
"We
making very good
mon Grays can make a better average commodious school house. For further
than a member of the Peerless, he particulars write or call on the under- Mrs. Vaile went on. "The car behaves what Mrs. Vaile was certain was the
best meal she had ever eaten. Vet It
perfectly."
shall be entitled to a place on the rep- signed.
Good heavens, Le Fer- was only roast beef warmed in its
what
"Wh
resentative team, and as for the PeerISMAEL ULIBARRI.
gravy and baked potatoes and homeless, vice versa; by this plan each in- Clerk of the Board of School Direc- gie, what is the matter?"
com- - made preserves and whipped cream
was
The
car,
volubly,
dividual player will stand on his own
purring
cake.
Hiram played the part of
tors, District No. 17, Rio Arribo
ling to a stop had stopped most unexmerits, and in a series of five or seva gentle dignity and cour-- '
with
A
host
County.
TM
rrr.
rt
n
nt
V.r..,ePn,1'
emu
en games we can be reasonably sure
pecieuij. 1 lie luautlut gui wiltreason
that kept both himself and his
Postoffice, Tierra Amarilla, N. M.
tesy
face
His
his
touched
by
cap.
of selecting from the two teams the
at ease. Just at the close of
of visor and goggles looked grotesque. guests
best material that we have for a repreNotice for Publication.
the meal there was a commotion in
"If
he
said.
is
wrong,"
"Something
sentative team, and one that every
the yard, a dog barked and a siren
Serial No. 0467, 013711.
you ladies will get out, please, I'll see spoke. Le
baseball fan in Santa Fe will feel
Jemez Forest.
Not Coal Land.
Fergie had come with the
what I can do."
like supporting. In the mentime, the
car. He must of course have time to
of the Interior,
Department
'
They stepped out. Mrs. Vaile sat rest and eat.
series of seven games will receive
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe, N. M.
down
upon a convenient rock which
1910.
good support and the individual play"You can't go on tonight," Hiram
July 12,
had warmed somewhat.
sunshine
the
will
ers by reason of the rivalry,
practo Mrs. Vaile, as he stood with
said
Notice is hereby given that Juan
".genet te walked' about, kicking the her before the
tice faithfully and put up a game in M. Velasquez, of Coyote, N. M., who,
great fireplace in the
foot.
a
with
restless
leaves
. .y, fallen
living-room- .
house and all in it
the tournament that we will be proud on July 27, 1908, and June 20, 1910, The
"My
chauffeur took some tools from
are at your service so long as you
of. Let us all get together on the made homestead entries No. 0467 and
box and crawled under the ma- the
will honor it with your presence."
baseball question and get a piece of No. 013711, for SE
NE
NW
chin
"Thank you, Hiram," said Mrs.
that Albuquerque money.
NE
NE
S
SW
NE
They were in a bit of woodland, at
A NUMBER OF GOOD FANS.
Vaile,
warmly. "I'm afraid we shall
Sec. 19, and W
NE
N 2 SE
the
road
the end of which
disappeared
a great trial of your hosNW
and NW
NE 4 NW
around a sharp curve. It was very be making
Pain can be easily t.nd quickly stop- Section 20 Township 21 N, Range 3 still there save for the ineffectual pitality and yet I feel that perhaps
ped. Pink Pain Tablets Dr. Shoop's E, N. M. P. Meridian, has tiled notice panting of the machine, the clatter of It is best to avail ourselves of It.
She appealed
stop Headache, womanly pains, any of intention to make final five year tools and the rustling of leaves as An- - Don't you, Angenette?"
but
to
had
her
sure.
daughter,
20
Angenette
minutes
in
land
Mrs.
pain, anywhere,
Vaile, disgusted,
genette walked.
proof, to establish claim to the
Formula on the 25c box. Ask your above described, before Eliseo Lucero, Bat watching the chauffeur. It was gone.
She was in the parlor, opening the
druggists or doctor about this formula probate clrek, at Tierra Amarilla, N. cold, the sun was going down, and
old piano that had belonged to Hisome
were
trom
it's fine. Sold lv Stripling-Burrow- s
distance
still
1910,
of
they
26th
on
the
M.,
day August,
ram's mother. The melody her finCo.
j home.
Claimant names as witnesses:
"It's a downright shame," she grum-- ' gers wrought floated through the
Placido Archuleta, Luciano de Her
"I was never so put out in my house. She looked up presently. Hibled.
CENSUS OF THE PUEBLO
rera, Florencio Vigil, Ygnacio
the rosej
This
life.
INDIANS TAKEN.
just bears me out In my first ram was thereandleaning upon her
all of Coyote, N. M.
with
wood cover
watching
car
that
refirst
the
Angenette,
Indians
opinion,
five
thousand
Nearly
MANUEL R. OTERO,
She ceased playing
eyes.
gray
grave
be
more
j
satisfac-would
we
considered
side in the seven Indian villages or
Register.
"Go on." he said. "I didn't come to
jtory. If it hadn't been for you "
pueblos in the vicinity of AlbuquerI came to listen.
It is
I say?" An-- ! disturb you.
did
what
mamma,
"But,
que, these figures being taken from
Notice for Publication.
has
since
touched
a
time
anyone
long
her
mother
genette inquired, facing
the census completed yesterday by Not Coal Land
06873
I never thought you
Then, she turned quickly toward the this old piano.
Superintendent Reuben Perry, of the Pecos Forest Reserve.
He paused.
would"
in
woodland
the
the
where
opening
United tSates Indian school, at Albu,
"Didn't you know I'd come back
rnQrt rpsnlvprf
Itse f Into a rnrvp
U. S. Land Office at Santa Fe N M.
querque, who has a large number of
were approachinggood gteel. soiae time, Hiram?" Angenette asked,
whee)g
the red men under his supervision.
July 1,1910.
which bumped over playing again a little wildly.
d wheel8
.
The census seport also shows that in
Notice is hereby given that Pruden- , . . th
"I hoped but what's hoping when
and
the village of Acoma, Isleta, Laguna, cio Gonzales, of Pecos, N. M., who, .denly horses and wagon came ,n sjght the reality-- " His voice broke. "Oh,
San Felipe, San Dia and Santa Ana, On JUiy 1Z, lauo, maue uowesu cu- hrown horses, with nle.v yon don't know what it means to have
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comRange
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"1, too, had dreams," she said,
pilation follows:
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'
before
Nava-1os- . described,
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N. M., on the
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of August, 1910.
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of
names
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witnesses:
Claimant
I was a fool. You must dehe
to
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the
hat
ladies
Then
"Oh,
The acreage of lands cultivated by
Manuel Sandoval, land his face was revealed.
Crestlno
me.
But I want you to know"
Rlbera,
spise
the Indians is as follows:
Ramon Quintana, Crescendo Roibal,
to sob.
She
"Hiram!"
and
exclaimed,
Angenette
began
LaAcomas, 770; Isletas, 4,000;
M.
N.
Hiram said, and put his
all
of
some
"Hush!"
lost
of
color
Pecos,
the
that
promptly
gunas, 1,630; San Felipe, 900; San
MANUEL R. OTERO,
her and drew her close.
arms
around
'the
wind
Into
bad
face.
her
whipped
Dia. 600: Santa Ana, 500. Total,
Register. She went toward him swiftly. As
8,400.
(Published In tlhe New Mexican, of Bwiftly he sprang from the buggy.
The chewing-gugirl lives from
"Miss Vaile!" he returned.
band to mouth.
During the fiscal year closing June Santa Fe, N. M.)
off with several hundred members,

Montezuma Lodge No
F. & A. M. Reg
ular
communications
first Monday of eacJ
month a' Masonic ha,

1, A.

Albuquerque, New Mexico
The Neal Institute, located at 512 North Second street, Albuquerque, N.
one of the forty-on- e
Neal Institues established, in operation and opening in all of the large cities and centers of the United States, through the
philanthropic efforts of Hon. J. E. Bruce, the well known banker and public
official of Iowa. At the institute in this city several of our fellow citizens
have been cured of the awful curse of the drink habit and the institute
and the cure have been and are most strongly endorsed by each and every
prominent public official, member of the clergy and other business and professional men who have investigated. The very strongest proof, however,
of the merits of the cure, Is found In the fact that the treatment Is absolutely free, unless the patient and all of his friends with him are entirely
satified at the end of the third days' treatment.
references to
Prompt
bankers and others In city and state and full Information will be furnished
free to any one on application to the Institute or in person, by letter, wire,
or otherwise.
Write for copy of contract. Address the Neal Institute, 512 North Second street, Phone 321. Edward Seydel, Mgr.
M., is

j
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MORE SIGHTS TO SEE
MORE EXHIBITS TO ADMIRE
MORE COMFORTS TO VISITORS
MORE OBJECTS TO INTEREST
MORE NOVELTIES TO AMAZE
MORE PLEASURE FOR ALL

I

:

J.

First Annual

DOG

SHOW

REDUCED RATES ON ALL RAILROADS
Write the Seoretary;fo premlurrOlstslloi'Sotherlinformation
JOHN B. McM ANUS
R. 0RIELLY,
President.
Secretary.
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WATERMELONS, STRAWBERRIES. CAN.
OF FRESH
ALL KINDS
TALOUPES,
FRUITS, VEGETABLES etc etc.
OUR STOCK OF GROCERIES IS COMPLETE
AND DOXT FORGET THAT OUR BAKERY
DEPARTMENT IS FIRST CLASS.

I. 4

PIES.

14.

F. ANDREWS

AGRE&T RAZOR SALE

iliiiilRgrM

week
$2.50

$3.00

$3.50

$4.00

$4.50

IMPORTED RAZORS
razors ....n mo
1 nrj

C
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luwuncimDonea

toi

i

$3.00

as low as
4

btatej, J.HE M. I.. BRANDT CUTLERY CO of TfrarVnrlr rtv Thrwrm
SL JJf Josit,Sn to ofTer J'0" "?e following goodsat
nearly half the prices. All
guaranieea ; lr not satislactorv, thev can be exchanged. The
.u.3o, c iuuy
assortment
comprises all of the following well known makes T
vvaoe
nutcnw no. lou
Ben HurNo. 107 ) Your choice
Wottenhoml.XL.No. 148 Lewis No. 105
I of an v of
Wostenholm Pipe No. 149
Brandt No. 100
"J
f these
53
Roger Razor No. 116
Blue Steel No. 117 I
Razors
h!gh Priced razors highly polished, and elabor-etel- y
tT?17
f,Ssfinished,
to go at half price.
I $3.50 BWt No. 115, $1.77
Brandt Mo. liol $2.47
112, $1.97
Brandt s Best No. 119, resularpriee$4.50
ourpr-c$2.97 each
All razors are full hollow ground,$3.00,
and set ready for use.
VTe will also nine, nn cnie iniin r.f

a

f tf
II
Jf

linSSr""3!Kiilf!-

e

'(ml
n
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i

BRANDT

SELF-H0N1N-

RAZOR STROPS

G

Our Pries 970 each

Yertiied everywhere at $2.00
The Brandt
Razor Sfrop is the best razor strop on the
market
Iheonly
razorstrop in the world that hones and
razor
at
the
same
strops your
time and enables you to obtain an
edge which only an experienced barber can eive. The Brandt
Kazor Strop i 11 put a keener ed?e"on a razor with fewer
strokes than any other razor
GUA RANTEED never to become hard or glossy Special strop.
-a S2.00 Biandr Safety Kazcr and
for 97c. easa, UAil, CHECKS
Brandt Shaving
SU.I,Kl.
g

Self-honi-

v.--

FISCHER DRUG COMPANY
The Rexall Store.
$2.00 Razor Hones 97c.

satisfaction assured
Nihil lUbO CORRtCK'S HACK LINE SKKUrt
HSCX SERVICE

p0FP"Xes

Sweet Peas, any shade at a popular
415 Palace Ave.
Destroyed By Fire The mill of
V. Bates at Taiban, Roosevelt county, lias been destroyed, by fire.
The Children will enjoy this one
comic reel of pictures as well as older
foiics. It is ' Bobby White in Wonderland" at the Elks' tonight.
Trains Indefinitely Late That was
the news this afternoon as far as the
A break
Santa Fe was concerned.
down of the engine on the Lamy
branch is responsible. No. 10 arrived
about 2:30 p. ni. and those who awaited letters were glad.
Dance on August 4 Upon special request of the young men and young
ladies, the Woman's Board of Trade
has decided to give the monthly dance
on August 4, the regular date.
Marriage Licenses Deputy Probate
Clerk Sandoval issued a marriage license to Maricinita Chivaria, aged 18
years, and German Velarde, aged 24,
both of Santa Clara.
Rehearsal of Mr. Mikado All those
taking part in Mr. Mikado are requested to meet on Friday evening at 8
o'clock at the home of Mrs. Charles A.
Haynes, Johnson street, for rehearsal.
On account of
Mikado Postponed
on
the Santo Domingo corn dance
of Mr.
August 4, the performance
Mikado at the Elks' theater has been
postponed to a date to be announced
later.
Entire Change of Program at Elks'
theater tonight. The following subjects will be shown: Attacked by the
Arapahoes or The Goldseekers and the
Indians; Her Uncle's Will and Bobby
White in Wanderland.
Show at 8
o'clock.
Hubbell Wool Sold Former County
Treasurer Frank A. Hubbell of Albuquerque, has sold his Magdalena wool
clip of 156,000 pounds at 50 cents a
pound scoured. J. S. McTavish has
also sold his 200,000 pound clip at
Magdalena.
Get Your Tickets for the ball game
tomorrow and get out and root for the
home team. You are always assured
of a good game when the Peerless play
and all the boys will be out tomorrow.
Game called at 3:30 p. m. on College
grounds.
Mayor Enlarges His House Mayor
Seligman has broken ground for an
addition to his home on East Palace
avenue. The addition will consist of
three or more rooms, built of brick,
and will make his home as comfortable as any of its size.
Fans. Don't Forget the big game tomorrow at College grounds at 3:30 p.
m. Raton vs. Peerless.
The Raton
team is a fast team and yesterday defeated Las Vegas 6 to 2 and you are
sure of witnessing good ball when
they meet the Peerless team.
Must Take Out Permits Mayor
Seligman announced today that he intends to make it his personal busi
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hous- and doubt In our institutions do the
the necessary permit, most damage. These will not be stopin conformity with the ordinance pass- ped until the farmers elect men to ofed by the city council. "This is a nec- fice, both national and state, who will
and
essary precaution and builders
give attention to working out economothers, better see to it," said the ic questions that benefit them. One of
mayor.
the problems is to give to the farmDeeds Recorded A deed was
ers roads from their farms to the railin the probate
clerk's office road stations in keeping with the railfrom Mary H. Harroun and W. S.
roads from the railroad stations to
to Mrs. Cleofes T. Hesch for a markets.
lot near the union depot for $1. A
Good roads would add so greatly to
from Mrs.
deed was also recorded
the
comfort, health and happiness of
Hesch
Sara Astler to Mrs. Cleofes T.
their users that every possible agency
in
same
a
the
lot
neighborhood,
for
should be employed in making better
tin- consideration oeing $1.
roads. Unfortunately, this is not the
Branch Train Delayed The branch
way it is working out. The only proof
this
train of the Santa Fe which leaves
hundred
necessary is that fifty-sia.
8:10
for
connecting
at
Lamy
in.,
city
much
is
as
times
money
appropriated
which
California
there with the
flyer
for military expenses as
passes through Lamy at 9:45 was de- by Congress
for
roads.
If it could be shown
good
this
until
12:25
afternoon
owing
layed
Several Santa to our national law makers that miliid an engine failure.
Feairs v.'ho had reservations on the tary loads are needed for armies and
appropriations
tlyer for Los Angeles therefore missed military convenience,
their train and arrangements now are for millions would be had without demade to catch train No. 9 which lay. General Goethals, at the head of
It is Panama canal construction, says that
leaves at 9:50 this evening.
difficult to .secure reservations on the this vast enterprise is of first ImportTo
flyt r to the west as the berths are ance as a military experience.
weeks ahead.
make this naval highway in a foreign
Amiable Looking Black Dog is Here country for fighting vessels, our govIs tihere anyone in Santa Fe bewail- ernment is spending more money than
ing the loss of a black dog, with long has ever been expended for any one
hair, and an amiable countenance? If single project in the history of the
so, let that person call at the editorial world.
The value of good roads has
rooms of the New Mexican where 'his not been driven home because federal
dogship can be found. The animal and state legislatures feel that they
has camped under one of the desks, can, without being criticised at home,
and neither the noise of telegraph In- do little for country roads, and the
struments ticking the news of the hot
poliaccept such
waves in Uhe east nor the click of the people
cies without protest.
typewriting machines telling of New
If we build 100,000 miles of public
Mexico happenings, seem to disturb
annually for ten years, and
highways
him. In the editorial sanctum the
canine seems to think he has found give to this country one million miles
even wfoen of good public roads at an average
a haven of refuge, and
some one stepped on his foot there cost of $3,000 per mile, of $300,000,000
was no howl, no look of reproach. The annually, we will be engaging in a nadog does not seem easily libeled and tional development, the advantages of
ought to be a first class pet for some which in economies, commerce, com-

ness to see

that people building

It Is
paid hack, to the government.
just as sound a public policy to loan
f
of the money to states which
furnish the other half for the reclamation of farms and idle lands that cannot now be reached on account of existing road conditions between them
and railroad stations.

es first procure

one-hal-
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MONEY AND METALS.
New York. July 28. Call money
ll-2per cent; Prime mercantile
paper 5 6
per cent: Mexican dollars 44; Amalgamated 63
Atchison 97
New York Central 1101-8- :
137
Southern
Reading
Pacific
1101-4- ;
Union Pacific 159
Steel
68
pfd. 115
New York, July 28. Lead quiet 435
445; copper firm, standard spot
Sept. 12.0512.30Silver
2

-

5--

7--

x

j

3--

7--

5--

-

531-4- .

GRAIN. PORK. LARD AND RIBS.
Chicago, 111. .July 28. Wheat Sept
103
Dec. 105
Corn Sept. 63
Dec. 61
1-- 2

!a!-e-

short-sighte-

household, especially if those who forts and enhanced land values, none
can foretell. We will be accomplishseek the quiet life reside there.
ing something worth while. This
on by counties and
BETTER ROADS NATION'S NEED. work if carried
townships as at present will be very
slow. It should be encouraged under
(Continued From Page Five.)
a broad comprehensive plan outlined
Improvements. I am not against river by the federal government,
with the states. The agriculture
and harbor improvements. I am only
of the government is in
department
of
waste
that
the
the
people
against
all things that tend to
with
exsympathy
this country pay for, through the
our
public road system.
penditure of such appropriations. This improve
A
law authorizing the federal gov$52,000,000 was largely political distribution, opposed by President Taft, who ernment to extend its credit to each
gave notice that he would not again state in an amount equal to that exapprove such haphazard expenditures. pended by such state under a joint
If our congressmen and other public commission of federal and state aupaid officials could lay aside political thorities, would enable the different
questions which are of no benefit to states to take advantage, in this work
the country and give their attention of upbuilding, of a low rate of interto economic questions that build up est that would greatly reduce the inrather than political agitation and terest charge for the improvement of
threats of what they propose to do to the public highways. This would not
the institutions of our country, there be so radical a departure from preswould be a vast difference in our fu- ent practices as might first appear.
ture growth and prosperity. It is not The governmeit has advanced or
the legislation which is enacted that agreed to advance $115,000,000 to redoes the greatest harm. Political cam-pai- claim waste lands in various places
speeches which create prejudice tn the wost ' whinh mnnuv is to be
n
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Oats

Sept.

Pork Sept.
Lard Sept.
62

37

$21.87
$11.72

Thee

Market
Receipts 18,000.
Hogs
slow to ten lower than yesterday's
mixed
average. Light $8.559.55;
$S.258.80; heavy $7.908.70; rough
$7.908.20; good to choice heavy $8.20
bulk $S.50
8.70; pigs $8.559;

8.70.

Market
Receipts 18,000.
Sheep
steady. Native $2.70 4.50; western
$4.505.75;
$2.604.50;
yearlings
western
lambs native
$4.507.50;
?4.757.50.
If you want anything on eartn
a New Mexican Want Ad

Kyp3
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THAT dandy dress suit was one of our new line HART
SCH AFFNER & MARX dress suits. THE BIG STORE will carry
a full line of dress suits from now on. For evening functions
after six o'clock, if ladies are present, full dress is the rule;
white tie, standing collar, patent leather, high button shoes, if
you are very strict, but low shoes are worn by many careful

Bl

1--

$4.508.00; southern steers $3.50
5.50; southern cows $2.504.00; native cows and heifers $2.506.50;
stockers and feeders $2.755.25; bulls
$3.004.50; calves $4.008.00; western steers $4.257.00; western cows
$2.755.00.
Receipts, 8,000; market, 10
Hogs
cents lower. Bulk of sales $8.408.70;
heavy $8.308.40; packers and butchers $8.408.65; light $8.608.75.
Sheep
Receipts, 6,000; market,
Muttons
steady.
$3.504.25; lambs
$6.757.25; fed wethers and yearlings
$3.755.00; fed western ewes $34.
Chicago, July 28. Cattle Receipts
Market slow. Beeves $4.70
5,000.
8.25; Texas steers $3.505.50; western
steers $4.756.60; stockers and feeders $46.25; cows and heifers $2.50
6.40; calves $6.508.75.

I

The dress suit you had on last night was certainly a
dandy. I meant to ask you where you got it but forgot
to. Put me next to your tailor at once.

NOW when you or your friends are out hunting a
full dress suit, and come into this store, you hunt
no further. You will surely find you ideal here.

$18.25.

Oct. $11.60

Oct. $11.05.
Sept. $11.52
WOOL MARKET.
St. Louis, July 28. Wool steady;
territory and western mediums 18
23; fine mediums 1618; fine 1214.
LIVESTOCK.
Kansas City, Mo., July 28. Cattle
Receipts, 8,000, including 3,000 southerns; market, weak. Native steers

ft

dressers.

Jan.

1--

Ribs

.

O
O ello

Dec. 38
1--

HOME OF
Hart Schaffner & Marx
Full Dress Suits.

